great hall overrun

cafeteria canines out of control
by kathy thurin

and "any dog found roaming, running, straying, or being

The SUB is being overrun by man's best friend. The

away from such premises and not on a leash as herein

hoard of dogs in and around the Great •Hall has been

provided, is hereby declared to be a nuisance and such

increasing and the problem is getting out of control.

dog may be seized and impounded subject to redemption

Director of Food Services Richard Grimwood, said he

in the manner provided by this chapter."
According to John Hickey, Director of Safety and

receives more 'complaints about the four-legged beasts

Security, it is very difficult to enforce this law, because

than about any other issue.
Students are complaining to the wrong person, said

the Humane Society will only impound strays if they are

the director, explaining there is very little he can do to

already in custody of the caller. "We can't turn the

alleviate the problem.

campus Safety and Security into a dog pound, chasing

"We can't expect students to wrestle with the dogs as

and holding the dogs until they can be picked up,"

they are both trying to get in the door and to eat," he

explained the director. When Safety and Security tries to

said.

capture and control the dogs, there is no cooperation .

Many of the dogs are actually brought into the

from students, he added.
Many times a student will claim a dog that is not his in

building by their owners, in direct violation of Health

an attempt to protect the negligent owner from fines.

laws and campus rules.

Although dogs may be man's best friend, canines who

The City Leash Law Ordinance states that when a dog
is not on its owner's premises, it must be kept on a leash,

One of the Great Hall regulars.

compete for student food aren't.
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'our race is in danger'

jackson sees internal threat
by mike reed

Jackson said that great victories cannot be achieved

Fieldhouse Monday night was a moral victory for the UPS

without a strong moral authority. He pointed to the great

Black Student Union.

UCLA basketball teams guided by the moral authority of

The BSU had faced an uphill struggle to bring about

John Wooden, and the many black college presidents

the event when Scott Nelson, as head of the Board of

produced by Morehouse College under the moral guidance

Student Communications, turned thumbs down on a loan

of Ben E. Mays. Blacks, as a race, cannot wait for others

to fund Reverend Jackson's appearance. The organization

to provide moral authority, he said.

went ahead on its own initiative, however, and were
rewarded with the well-received presentation by Jackson
Monday night.
with his sermonizing style, spoke with all the power he

inside
Student Senate wants to know how to spend ASUPS funds.
Poll, page 2.
In response to a flood of new applicants, the UPS law school has raised its admission requirements.
Story, page 3.

to the males in attendance,"vve're men because we raise
babies."

inherited from Dr. Martin Luther King as perhaps this

Jackson called on black women to be the person

nation's foremost black spiritual leader. The volume and

deserving of the kind of man they want. "If you've got

intensity of his voice was, if at times extreme, always

more emphasis on the bosom than on the books," then

completely natural and in keeping with his part. Drawing

something's out of order,Jackson said. "There's nothing

on a bottomless well of well-phrased cliche's to punctuate

more disgusting than to see a fully developed body with a

his prose, Reverend Jackson completely charmed the

half-developed brain.

largely-black audience of about 1,000.

photo by keith claypoole

"While they're drunk, we've got to be sober. While
they walk, we've, got to run.
'We're not men because we can make babies," he said

Reverend Jackson, whose informal attire contrasted

The Reverend Jesse Jackson.

sick, he charged.

The Reverend Jesse Jackson's appearance at the

'We must resist the tendency of gravity to pull us

Early in the presentation, Jackson, head of

down to mediocrity. There will be those who say, 'you

Organization PUSH (People United to Save Humanity),

don't need to do your homework, we don't do

expressed his consternation at the lack of importance

ours ... we'll set our own bell curve.' But the terms for

afforded black history on university campuses.

greatness are non-negotiable."

"Blacks need to study and know black history," he

The traditional white male leadership has lost its

said, "because the more we know about it, the more we

credibility, Jackson said. President Ford has great military

can respect ourselves. Whites need to study black history,

power—he can destroy us all with the push of a button.

because they need to reduce the arrogance of

"But the more he talks, the less people listen," Jackson

racism—attack the premise that one superior group has

preached. Nelson Rockefeller has great economic power,

contributed everything" to the American culture. Jackson

controlling vast financial empires, he continued. "But the

noted the contributions of black men in the past to

more he talks, the less people listen.

America's progress, including George Bush, a black man
who was among the first to settle in this state.

"These men believe that might makes right. I believe
that right makes might."

Jackson said that preceding generations of blacks have

Jackson claimed that blacks have made significant

filled American history with great achievements in their

gains in political power over the past decade, noting the

struggle to be recognized for their humanity. The present

dramatically increased numbers of black mayors,

generation, he said, is drunk with symbolism—has copped

congresspersons and registered voters. He analyzed the

out with drugs.

Kennedy-Nixon election of '60 and theHumphrey-Nixon

"Our race is in danger" said Jackson. "We'veknown

race of '68 as having been decided by a combined total of

danger from external weakness. We've been enslaved,

less than 700,000 votes, with black votes being pivotal.

Effective next fall, John English will resign as Dean of Students. He says he's
tired and thinks administrators should be recycled every five or six years.
Interview, page 4.

worked for no wages, been discriminated against . . . but

"Hands that picked cotton in 1966 can pick a president in

we rose above our circumstance.

1976," he said.
of blacks that is

Busing is just a cover issue for a deeper sickness,

At Lewis and Clark College, a radical new concept in food services has been
adopted - a healthy menu.
Story, page 7.

threatened at least as much by internal weakness as by

according to Reverend Jackson. "Sixty-three per cent of

external." The danger in the past was from "the man in

the kids in this country are bused to school every

the white robe with the white pointed cap". It now comes

morning. Only three per cent of those are bused for racial

from the brother next door with the platform shoes with

reasons. The issue is not the bus, it's us."

"This is the first generation

A sermon by an unorthodox minister, a visit to the ruins of Alcatraz, getting
caught downtown the night the bus drivers went out on strike. All were
part of the recent San Francisco Geocultural seminar.
Story, page 10.

a diamond ring and drugs in his hand, he said. If the

Jackson said that many of the acts of whites that are

danger has simply "changed from Southern rope to

detrimental to blacks are not necessarily borne of evil

Northern dope—we've not made progress." When a boy in
Posing au natural is more embarrassing for artists than models.
Story page 15.

intentions.

school with a book under his arm rather than a radio in
his pocket is seen as effeminate, something is morally

continued on page 2
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physical therapy facility underway
Construction is well underway on the south end of

educations, it is hoped that those students receiving their

campus as housing for the new Physical Therapy

degrees here will be better professionals. There have been

department is being added to the O.T. school's pink fort.

25 students admitted to the Junior class to begin in the

The new Physical Therapy (P.T.) program will open next

Fall of 1976. Selection of next years Freshmen will be

fall and will be under the premise of the School of

made by May 14.

Occupational and Physical Therapy.

The program has been under the formulative direction

With the addition of the new program, UPS will be

of Roger Williams since January. A Registered Physical

one of only a handful of colleges or universities in the

Therapist with an M.S. in public health, Williams has been

United States offering both allied health sciences.

involved with the remodeling of the 0.1. building as well

According to newly appointed director Shelby tlayson,

as admission criteria and academic content.

the program will be distinctly different from that of O.T.

Shelby Clayton, who will assume directorship in June,

President Philip Phibbs stressed that the decision to

is a Registered Physical Therapist and Assistant Professor

establish Physical Therapy as a program was made to

of Q.T. and P.T. She has been a member of the O.T.

build upon the university's already widely recognized

school faculty for a couple of years and presently teaches

program of O.T. and to answer the growing need for

the Kineseology/Neurology class as well as directing the

professionals in health care.

course sequence for graduate level students in the 0.T.

UPS will be utilizing the standard four year academic

Cover illustration of Tamanawas depicts original 'loggers' in their home setting.

school.

approach as opposed to the widely accepted two year

Any persons interested in obtaining more information

professional course. Reason for this was given that it will

about the Physical Therapy program are encouraged to

enable students to take greater advantage of the full

oontact Roger Williams in Rm 102 of Jones Hall.

university. By combining the professional and liberal arts

photo courtesy of weyerhauser archives

annuals arrive, distribution begun

lackson
continued from page 1

The 1976 Tamanawas has arrived.

"We see them running the

Bert Hintz, editor of this year's annual,' stated Tuesday that the books may

libraries, the great universities,

be picked up by students outside of the Great Hell during most lunch and

running the country. It looks to us

evening meals through next week.

like they know what they're doing.

noise pollution squelched

quiet areas designated
by janet dodge
POW! CRASH! ZONK! ZAP!

"The process of distribution is rather informal this year," Hintz said. "In

"When they do evil by us, eve

Sometimes, eihile just sitting studiously in your dorm room, you can

past years, the SPURS have helped with the distribution of the yearbooks, but

think they're doing it on

I was informed that this year they were too busy with initiation of new

purpose—they're doing it because

vividly imogine the OA-Arnie duo in combat next door.
a test, skake board contests lie usually being
Sai you're studying

members and other activities.
"I do plan to go over to Greek Row twice in the next week during dinner

just dumb."

to distribute books."

they're mean. A whole lot of 'em are
During the question-answer

Hintz re-:ommended that students bring ale lg ID cards in case of a mixup
in the computer lists.

preriod which followed the
presentation, a white UPS student

This year 2000 copies of the Tamanawas were prirted. The yearbook is
free to full-time students. Hintz reminds part-time students that they must pay
four dollars for every semester rot spent on camp's.
Hintz is enthusiastic about the girality of this ye; r's annual.
"I always knew the book would be good this year, and I am very
pleased with the final product. So far, the studeot response has been
outstanding—really phenomenal. Usually students find some aspect of the
Tamanawas that they don't like, but this year that has not been the case at
all.
The theme for the 1976 yearbook, according to Hintz, is "Loggers, Old,
New, and Sc' Come." To highlight this the me Hintz has spiced the book with
old-time photographs.
"The photographs came from the archives of Weyerhaeuser(' nci," he said.
The people there were very nice ahout the whole thing. They even printed the
pictures for us."

obiected that Jackson seemed to speak
only to the black people in the

Hintz believes that the old logging scenes give the Tamanawas a sense of
The 1976 yearbook is not yet complete. A supplemeri., covering campus
activities from the third week of February to the first week of May, is due out
around the third week in May.

the guy upstairs dumps stale beer out his window. It splashes on ;our plants
slowly making them whither and
Such is dorm life.
Although many dorm-dwellers complain and bicker about the noise, most
people enjoy the relaxed atmosphere. They like Leing able to use their room as
a socializing area and the library for thoir more serions work.
not going t - forced into living conditions they find

Howevor: students

audience, that whites were made to

too noisy for sleep aid study. For ccveral years UPS has wanted to set aside a

feel the antagonizers whether they

section of 3 residence hall for a quiet iirea. Now the idea has materialized.
The second and third floors cf F r derson-L ingdon are going to be set aside

were or not.
"I'm speaking to blacks because
there are mostly blacks here,"

as a quiet area next veer.
There will be 104 spaces, with CI) reserved for freshmen, leaving 44 open

Jackson replied. The majority of

for upper elassmen. If more students roqiiest quiet floors , Oan there is space

white students didn't care enough to

available, they will be put en a wait:ng lict hy the Housiro Office and a new

come," he charged,

floor will be opened up when enough names accumulat d.

Jackson did allow that this

Lloyd Krlotsunami said, "OF'S is becoming mgr . : academir:ally oriented and

particular individual had a point,

thus it is impertant for housing to keep up by putting eoophasis on studying

however, and congratulated him for

and sleep."

being strong enough first to come,
and second, to make his point.

history and a bicentennial flavor "without beating you over the head with it."

conducted in the halt abeve you; five difierent stereos compete for attention;

"Black people have got to be big

•

He felt a groot cf. al of credit should gr.. to Lr. Phibbs a.

.lohn English for

the iJea and to :tudeets and residence hell staff for putting it l'to action.
Studints who are. interzested are asked to sign an agrement. rhese can be

enough to accept a white person with

picked

something on his mind... and big

it filled nut before registration. Through the agreement, the stoclents will get

enough to reject a black person with

maximum use of the living aroa fol studying. The residerhe hall situation now

nothing on his mind."

is that the quiet hours are decided eoen by the residents after moving into the

p in the hnusiri2 offhe anytime after April 27th. SoAlents should get

hall. If a person registers for a quie flier next %oar, he or she can be assured
24 hour study level quiet.

insure your voice in fund allocations...

Editor's Note—Balancing the ASUPS budget is always a difficult endeavor. This year the
senate and executive officer's are seeking student input to develop a priority list for fund
allocations. The TRAIL strongly urges students to fill out the following poll insuring a
student voice in decisions.

BUYING SUPPLIES
Familiar or Nlew,lt Helps to Have "
A Reliable Source
Serving the Community From

Due to the activity fee increase ASUPS will have an estimated $33,600 extra to work
with next year. The budgeting process has already begun and the ASUPS Student Senate is
seeking input from the student body to assist in establishing priorities. Through this survey
the senate hopes to receive information that will help them allocate monies in the most
equitable way.

Please list, in order, 1 to 3 the areas that should be given priority in next year's budget.
Activities—(Booqies, Campus Showcase, Campus Flicks, etc.)

Downtown Tacoma Since 1899
Open 9:30 - 5:30 Mon — Fri
Sat 9:30 - 5:00

CHRISTENSEN

272-4629d

1124 Broadway Playa

Media— (Tamanawas, KUPS, TRAIL, Crosscurrents.)
Clubs and organizations—(BSU, FSU, etc.)

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT"

Please check if you favor the following proposals.
Cellar 10 "rennovation" and take-over by ASUPS,
presently controlled by Food Services).
Transforming K UPS AM to an FM Station.

ERROR-FREE TYPIN6

Increased lectures.
CORRECTION RIBBON

What types of programs would you like to see receive more funds:
entertainment

academic

cultural

_

political

4. Any areas not funded last year that should be funded in the coming year.

Please fill out this questionaire and return it to the ASB Office, Room 205 SUB. With
this information the ASUPS Senate hopes to better understand student needs and wants.

JSR
ERRORITEYOU STORE
'
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law school standards rise
by Steve melelian
Future F. Lee Baileys beware! The perils of geiting into law school may be
greater than those of the courtroom once you get out. Die to an
ever-increasing nt4mber of applicants the entrance requirements at law schools
across the country, including 'UPS, have steadily risen over the past few years.
Many factors go into deciding who gets into law school and who doesn't.
The main criteria for admission are 1) adjusted GPA, 2) Law School Aptitude
Test scores, 3) unspecified factor& concerning the "total person". An adjusted
GPA is obtained by subm!tting a transcript to the Law School Data Assembly
Service of Princeton N.J. where experts discard irrelevant courses arid
recompute the GPA from the remaining list.
The UPS Law School has - consistently raised standards of admission in
response t..) a flood of new applications. When the school was started, a GPA
of 2.50 and LSAT scores of 500 were the general guideline for rdmission. New
guidelines are higher, with a GPA of 3.00 and LSAT s...ores of 600 required.
Dean Bruce Meyers of the Law School emphasized that the numbers are
nothing more than guidelines and a person's enthe schocf folder is taken ilto
account in the admissions process. He saw no leveling-out of the upward trend
in the near future.
This year, the Law School admission staff must narrow a list of around
1400 applicants to 375 r ew students in the fall. However, before you change
your pl a ns, remember that the law riarket seems to run in cycles and the
lawyer flood of 1976 -nay be the draught of 1979. If not, you can always
hope that F. Lee is disbarred. It may by the only job opening there is,

Pi Kappa Deltas return with spoils of victory.

photo by keith bauer

pi kaps best in northwest

houses to be had
Fall registration for housing will be conducted May 3, to May 7 in the SUB

This is a year of firsts for UPS. Not only is our

Pi Kappa Delta sponsors many events and programs on

Lounge. Registration will be done in order of class standing, with those who

basketball team number one, but the UPS chapter of Pi

campus. Among these are the Pi Kappa Delta House, the

fail to register on the appropriate day having to wait until Friday, May 7.

Kappa Delta (a national speech honorary) is number one
in the Province of the Northwest.

Zealand), speaking contests and debate tournaments.

Housing Director Lloyd Matsunami said that students should have received
their pre-registration cards by now and that before coming to their appointed
times they must take the cards and $50 to the cashier's office for validation.
The housing deposit is nonrefandable.
Pre-registration Schedule
Monday, May 3 .
Tuesday, May 4
Wednesday, May 5
Thursday, May 6

Seniors

9am to 4pm

Juniors
Sophomores

9am to 4pm
9am to 4pm

Students wishing to
move from off campus

F iday, May 7

All others

International Debaters (British, Japanese and New

At the recent province convention in Butte, Montana,

In addition, many Pi Kap members are deeply involved

UPS Washington Alpha chapter of Pi Kap received the

in student government, media and programs. President

"Outstanding Chapter of the Year" award. Eight

other

serious contenders were in the running including last
year's winner PLU.
The award is given on the

basis of a

chapter's
competitive excellence as well as service to the honorary,
campus and community.

Phibbs and a number of faculty are members of the
honorary.
The UPS chapter has done well competitively this year
achieving several "excellent" ratings at the Province
Tournament and some high standings at other
tournaments.

tpm to 4pm
9am to 4pm

For those students desiring to
live in Annex housing next year, the

,

housing committee has approved 7
houses for organizations leaving 18

Magoo's Annex

open for independent living.
ORGANIZATIONS

NEW LOW CALORIE BEER ON TAP

Berven

senate approves choices
put kups-fm on ballot

Granlund
Hammond

The Student Senate unanimously voted at their April 22 meeting to put

International

theK UPS fundingproposal on the ballot in today's election.

Kegs & Pony Kegs To Go

Ofelt

HAPPY HOUR 8 - 9 pm
EVERY NIGHT

OPEN

Reppas officially announced his funding proposal. A $20,000 loan would be

Corner Cottage

taken out from the University, he said. ASUPS would pay off this loan over a

The ballot item will give a brief explanation of the situation and will

Owens

provide space for students to write in their opinions of the proposal.

Budil

RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

2710 N.21 759-6300 .
Pete's . Foreign Auto Repair

At the last Senate meeting on April 13, KUPS Station Manager Robert

Coykendal

five to ten year period. Another needed $10,000 would come from

Feek

fundraising.

Kirby
Nicholson

resolution for consideration approving the KUPS loan agreement. The Senate

Rogers

adopted it for consideration.

This week Senators Dave Cardeiro and Malcolm Turner introduced a

In the following discussion an idea came up to put the proposal on the

Solberg

general election ballot for a student vote. Opponents argued that the students

Stein
Stucco

were not informed enough to vote and that it would be time consuming and

VVilkenson No 1

wasteful. Proponents said the Senate would not be held to the vote and that

Wilkenson No 2

when this much money was involved they should seek as much student input

Woodard

as possible.
After a half hour of debate the Senate decided to put an item on the ballot

Lyster Upper

asking for an opinion rather than a yes or no decision.

Lyster Lower

The Senate also approved ASUPS President Chirs Carletti's student

Peterson

*M a j or Repairs on All

appointments to the Board of Trustees Committees.

Lloyd

Keven Russell was appointed to the Finance Committee -. David Fisher was

Olsen

Foreign Makes

appointed to the Planning and Priorities Committee. Peter Macy was

Schubert

appointed to the Buildings and Grounds Committee. Carletti said that Macy
believes the campus is nice looking the way it is and wants it to remain that

*Credit Cards Accepted

way.
Rob Johnstone was appointed to the President's Advisory Council. Roger

Including Mobil

CA)

o

03

At Big 6 Service

6t h & Proc tor

*Competitive Prices

CfarlY
COPY
WE COPY YOUR
EXISTING LENSES
& REPRODUCE
THEM IN SMART
NEW FRAM

Canfield, Teri Rideout and Rick McLaughlan were appointed to the Student
Court. Turner mentioned that McLaughlan worked for Safety/Security an'd
that a conflict of interest could arise whenever he dealt with people before
Student Court that he had also dealt with while on the job.
Assistant Dean of Students Bruce Murray replied that at a school this size
it was impossible to get people who didn't have overlapping positions. He
added that in the past he had always seen the members deal fairly with the
issues.
Sandra Smith was appointed to the Housing Committee. Judy Sloane was
appointed to the University Lectures Committee. Carletti said he needed two

u mbian
OOpticians

more people for lectures. Rom Emhoff and Richard Flanagin were appointed
to the Library Committee.

Opon 5 nites

Senator and Boogies Committee Chairman Doug Gillespie said the

sat

cheerleaders were paying back their ASUPS loan by working at his dances. The

and a day
STORES

•

TSCOMS

1011

Other Senate Activities:

cheerleaders took out the loan so they could travel to Evansville, lndianna and
cheer the basketball team in the national championships, March 18 and 19.,
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english: must have time for reflection, plans return_ to teaching
For the past six years, John T. English

I think it is sensible to preserve a Dean of Students

has served as Dean of Students at UPS. Effective next fall,

position to continue the same counseling behaviors that I

English will resign that position and move into the School
of Education.

have been responsible for. That's what we're proposingtto
do. I am not the person to fill that position (the new

Editor's Note

-

Always willing to lend an attentive ear, English has
helped many students solve problems and cut through

vice-presidential position).

It comes at a time when a position is open in the
School of Education.
It comes at a time when I'm just tired.
PURDY: What do you look forward to most in getting

I am at a position in my emotional life and

into teaching?

reporter,
interviewed English to discover reasons for the resignation

professional career when moving to an administrative

and comments on the apparent administrative
reorganization.

more complicated administrative context, is simply not

ENGLISH: Being able to read, a book without feeling
guilty. I must have time for reflection. I must have time

something I want to do. So, I found no personal affront

to be thoughtful. An administrative job that is action

in it, whatsoever. My desire is to move out of

oriented gives you relatively little time for that. So I'm

administration, not into more administrative

looking forward to that. Another part of it is, if anything,

university red tape. Mike Purdy,

TRAIL

PURDY: What was the climate and mood of the campus
when you arrived as Dean of Students in 1970, and what
is the background behind the creation of the Dean of
Students position?
ENGLISH: The office grew out of a fairly generally felt
need for someone to be given sufficieot time and
authority to deal with the student services needs of the
students on campus. There was a strong need felt by
student leadership and other students on campus that
they simply needed greater access to student services.

position that would suggest an extended stay, in an even

responsibility. Neither in terms of the structuring of it,

I'll gain . student contact. Having a responsible position up

nor in a personal sense was it offensive to me.

the line in student services gives you the chance to effect

The Dean of Students will remain a member of the

policy in programs, but it gets you out of some contact

President's Cabinet (the University vice-presidents,

with students, that I didn't find very pleasant. Now, the

assistant to the President, Dean of Students) and be a part

teaching context will only enhance that.

of all staff meetings. The influence of the position, in that
respect, will remain unchanged.

PURDY: What's going to happen next year? Who is going
to be Dean of Students?

PURDY: Why are you going into teaching next year?

F.

ENGLISH: There will be a search that will be focussed
ENGL:SH: I'm going into it because its something I have

internally. We would like to make internal realignments

planned to do ever since I decided on a doctoral program

that will preserve the kinds of relationships we're
'beginning to build now among several relatively new

PURDY: When you were hired, you were hired with the

emphasis, and because I accurately perceived my own

understanding that the office carried with it

tolerance for hassle. My judgement when I was in a

people, like Jim Clifford, Mary Longland, Bruce Murray.

"vice-presidential status," and you eventually received the

doctorate program at the University of Oregon was that

We would rather not add more newness to that mix.

title of vice president. How do you respond to the recent

there were some things I wanted to accomplish in the area

administrative reorganization in which the Dean of

of student services because I hadn't been overly pleased

PURDY: What changes in student attitudes have you

Students office lost its vice-presidential status?

with the way I had seen the job done. I saw an

noticed since you've been at UPS?

opportunity here at the Univeristy of Puget Sound to
ENGLISH: Dr. Phibbs and I discussed whet was rather a
lengthy title. I was called Vice-President and Dean of
Students. Dr. Phibbs has a preference for "dean" titles.
Tom Davis is the Dean of the University, not the
academic vice-president. He suggested to Tom and me,
that he would prefer our titles to be "dean" titles, and I
had no objection to that because the status of the
position was unchanged. The recent reorganization
doesn't seem to be at variance, in my mind, with that
expressed interest by the President.
If I were to undertake a reorganization of our

start at a pretty basic level of development and really
make some impact. l'gave myself about five or six years,

ENGLISH: There was a group of students here when I
came who was more activist than any group of students I

because I thought that was about as much time I could be

see currently on campus. But I would say that the activist

away from a doctoral focus area in - another activity, and
then still get back into the teaching track.

sense of the campus, the intention to find things out and

All along, my intention has only been sharpened by

moderately small group of students who were very

my gradual wearing down by the constant battering of

aggressively attempting to move things on to a place they

problem solving. I personally believe that persons in

thought was a better place. They were very noticeable.But

administrative positions should recycle every five or six or

they operated in some sense in a relatively isolated

seven years to get out from under the constant problem

position and a great many students didn't follow them.

solving load. At least that's true for me. I have to have

Now I see more students taking concern for that kind of
thing. What I'm talking about is a concern for the world. I

time for some reflection, and you just don't get it.

administrative structure, I don't know of anything I

My general intention, six years ago has come true at a

would have done differently. It was an absolute necessity

time that is emotionally right for me, because I'm just

get things done, has increased. When I came, there was a

that the two vice-presidential tracks be brought together

tired out. It came at a fortunate time from several points

because there were similar interests being served by

think I see more of that concern evidenced, in students
generally, than I did when I came. That's
encouraging,... There's less than I'd like to see, but I

of view, because it comes at a time that's comfortable

believe there's more thaQ I did see in 1970.

parallel authorities. So, when you bring two
vice-presidential stations together you end up with one
vice-president. That's inevitable. You can call that

within the reorganization, but not because of it.
It comes at a time when it's professonally right for me,
that is I could get back into a teaching job.

position most anything you want.

garratt leads battle as british invade ups
by gina innocenti
The Conference of British Studies
held at UPS on April 15 and 16 was a
complete success, according to
Professor David Smith. Prof. Smith
and Prof. Robert Garratt from UPS
both presented papers at the
Conference which included both
English and Irish literature and

student

David Hume", and "Muscular

participation was not very good.

Christianity and Worship of Physical

Unfortunately,

Only a few English and History

Force in Victorian England". There

majors attended. Students missed the

was good faculty attendence by those

opportunity to hear some interesting
and unusual papers with a wide

departments, including those that

variety of topics such as, 'The

were not directly related to British

Systematic Rape of English

Studies.

West End Tavern
for fun,food,foosball and pool

Newly Remodeled

in the English and History

New Kitchen Facilities

Catholics", "Deism, the Devil and

Kegs To Go

history. Prof. Garratt was also elected
as the new Program Director for the

Close To Campus

Conference for the next two years.
The purpose of the Conference
was to allow professors from all over
the Northwest to get together to

ROCK T-SHIRTS

exchange ideas. Prof. Smith believes
that the fact that it was held at UPS
was good public relations for our
History and English departments.
Next year the Conference will be
held at the University of Idaho and
Prof. Garrett will select the papers
that will be presented there.

Shirley's

Almost 150 different designs to select from.
Silk-screen printed on 100% cotton shirts which
come in assorted colors. Designs from Aerosmith
to Frank Zappa with dozens in between. These
t-shirts come in small, medium and large sizes.
Normal $4.00 retail sellers yours for only $3.00
each postpaid. Four shirts for only $11.00
postpaid. Send 25 cents for complete illustrated
catalog.

Plant Place
A Place
For
Plant Lovers
3837 6th Ave.
759-6969

pO'd

COSMIC RAINBOW
167 WEST 21st STREET
NEW YORK,NY 10011

3860 6th Av 759-289
I.

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY FOR

U+IIAUL
TRUCKS, TRAILERS, AND MOVING AIDS

ACE RENTAL & REPAIR
U-HAUL
HOUSEHOLD MOVING

4301 6TH AVE.
752-5221
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despotism reigns in
bureaucratic structure

by pierce johnson
associate professor of religion

Religion's role in American government was explored by Robert Bellah,
Professor of Sociology and Comparative Studies at Berkeley in last week's
Brown and Haley lectures.
His major theme was the revolutionary faith which has been central to the
American heritage. Some kind of "natural religion" is indispensable in every
society, he insisted. In the United States it is rooted in Christianity, the
professor added, and Thomas Jefferson wrote the constitution in this
tradition.
Bellah explained that according to the constitution, all men are created
equal, not because of the gift of government, but because certain rights were
endowed by our Creator. And Jefferson forsaw the civil war over slavery if the
black people were not granted these "inalienable" rights.
The speaker explained that if this revolution is to continue, there must be a
renewal of the old Jeffersonian revolutionary faith.
Complementary to the revolutionary Jeffersonian-Lincolnian Biblical faith
said the lecturer, has been a philosophy of self-interest; it is utilitarian, and
John Locke is its philosopher. Both theories--the revolutionary faith and the
utilitarian concern for self-interest--can be found in every period of our past.
The crisis in

1860

was slavery, the crises today is bureaucracy he stated.

And the principle of bureaucracy and of its corporate structures is despotism.

"... easier to reform a corrupt, old republic than to overthrow a democracy"

The utilitarian ethic with its self-interest is now, according to the lecturer,
in the saddle, not the revolutionary faith which would change our society and
Robert Bellah explains his faith in revolution to the UPS audience.

make it more fruitful and rewarding for all our citizens. And yet, despite the

photo by upsnb

growing cynicism and the present depression in religion, there are straws in the
wind. Within four to eight years a democratic candidate for the Presidency will
probably ask us to . "think small," he quipped.

agape celebrates resurrection

A flood of proposals and research studies is now beginning to deal with the
depersonalization moving across the campus and the country. 'We should, as
Lincoln said, 'revere the laws,' and work within the system. It is easier to
reform a corrupt, old republic than to overthrow a dictatorship," Bellah
emphasized.

by kathy thurin

Several others followed Quinn, describing their life in ,
Chirst and Christian fellowship.

Agape Fellowship sponsored a "Celebration of the
Risen Son" on April 15 as their expression of the meaning
of Easter.

The singing that followed included a solo by Marc
Johnson and a duet by Sharon Ward and Molly Jensen.
Their song seemed to promote introspection within the

The celebration had two purposes, according to Agape

group .

members. 1) to give Christians at UPS a time to get

religion."
The second level, enlightenment orthodoxy, resulted from the

The Father spoke, the demons dined,

participate_in group activities.

development of a critical consciousness. According to the Berkely professor,

The Son has come, and you've been left behind,

The loosely-structured program included singing,

You've been left behind.

dancing, and witnessing.

Orivilege we have in the freedom to come together on this
campus and experience our faith."
Quinn told how she has given her life to God because
of the love He communicates to her. She said the Lord
has worked in all aspects of her life to give her a greater
understanding, peace, happiness and freedom in Him. She
praised God for the experience of new life found through
the salvation one receives when his or her life is opened to
Christ. Quinn claimed Christ has a plan for each person's
life which can be fulfilled through their acceptance of

its ideal is rationality, and is has often carried'its rationalist critique of religion
to the point of ridicule.

I wish we'd all been ready.

A song, entitled, "Got a Reason for Living Again,"

introduced Karen Quinn, first emphasizing "what a

religion and all other religions are false, or if not absolutely false, at least

How could you have been so blind0

of Christ, and 2) to allow other students to observe and

speakers. The program coordinator, Sue Leckrone,

The first level is traditional religion, whether it is Christian or Jewish,
Hindu or Buddliist. People in this category believe that "there is only one true
represent lower levels of spiritual understanding than that of the true

There's no time to change your mind—

together and whole-heartedly rejoice in the Resurrection

started off the occasion which featured many dynamic

The professor realizes three basic types of religious consciousness: 11
Religious orthodoxy, 2) Enlightenment orthodoxy and 3) Symbolic realism.

Bellah's third type of religious consciousness, "symbolic realism," is, he

The "Celebration of the Risen Son" was not limited to
the hour and a half of festivities in the SUB lounge.
Wednesday night the Christians distributed a blue flyer
with the anonymous poem,

One Solitary Life.

The

comtemporary piece pointed out that Jesus "did none of
the things usually associated with greatness. He had 3S

insisted, just beginning to emerge. People who fit into this category take
symbols seriously and try to explore the reality behind the symbol systems of
all the world's religions. They have a childlike wonder not just before their
own heritage but before all of life. They must, Bellah said, look for truth in all
of creation and not just in their own churches or clubs. He insisted that such a
person, because of the training of his critical conciousness in enlightenment

credentials but himself," yet "all the kings that ever ruled
put together have not affected the life of man on this
earth as much as that one solitary life."

"... enlightened orthodox is the unofficial religion of UPS"

Before 10 and 11 o'clock classes on Thursday the
Christians presented two skits in front of the library, the
adulterous woman (John 8:2-11) and the parable of the

orthodoxy, will develop his own hierarchy ot values,

Good Samaritan ( Luke:10:25-37).

his

own unirying taith.

The college campus, Dr. Bellah believes, now has all three types of religious
consciousness. Those who represent religious orthodoxy are self-assured and

Him.

active at UPS. Their clubs and churches on campus go by different names, but

3:00

the experience of primary naivete is central. Many who share this experience
are anti-religious in their religion. They can make a religion out of science or
the arts, he explained.

time for sex

The speaker maintains that the second type of consciousness,
"enlightenment orthodoxy," is the unnamed and unofficial religion of UPS.
People with this type of belief have become "masters of suspicion." They can

(ZNS) A British Doctor says that
thousands of marriages could be

of even their own self-interest. They are in a crisis of doubt. He believes they

saved simply by replacing the English

are not about to write any ultimate system of values into the curriculum,

afternoon "tea break" with a "sex

except instrumental values such as to learn to write or to think. For this

break."

reason Dr. Bellah thinks that the American revolutionary faith can expect

Doctor Ivor Felstein, writing in

All we do

is cblo
Te produc

ethem in
"

Co\u robvco

ptkocin s

See the
teess.
e Ito P a gi ett
Open 5etnm

little help from the university.

the medical journal Pulse, suggests

The third group, those who can explore world religion and yet retain an

that workers should be released from

identity of their own, is, according to the Brown and Haley lecturer, a tiny

their jobs for at least an hour each

minority on any college campus. It intends to be a "way" of love and

afternoon so that they can go home

understanding for all men of goodwill everywhere; that is, it is a "way." (the

and enjoy private moments with their

Christ in John's Gospel said "I am the way") more than it is a cult or a fixed

spouses.

Get a second
pair oiot
glasses
quickly.glasses and
the lenses
your existing
seat new Columbian tomes.

be skeptical, not only of every form of cultural expression, but, at their best,

The doctor writes that when the

position. A few churches in San Francisco, Dr. Bellah said, are beginning to try
to move into this "symbolic realism."

kids are home in the evenings,
intimate moments are virtually
impossible. Doctor Felstein says that
an afternoon sex break would appear
to be more fun and more healthy
than the current practice of running
to the tea wagon at work each day.

It is not easy because it requires both a critical consciousness and a
childlike wonder. Both the critics and the children will think it is no religion at
all.
Maybe, Dr. Bellah, we will have all three types of consciousness in
ourselves as well as on campus. A little certainty, a critical consciousness, and
the flight of the Spirit. Many forms but one Spirit.

4
r
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dump your-alaskan crude here

t

by peter orser
Will there be supertankers, superports, and superspills

6 ‘4 k k

lt

The Northern Tier states are desperate for oil that the
Sound will be able to supply. Puget Sound provides

emotional response to the Admiralty Inlet option is a
definite NO. We are pitting man's devices against nature

an economical halfway point for Alaskan oil shipment.

by exposing the pipeline to those possible adverse effects

However, the question is whether or not our legislators

of the Sound. In previous matches, nature has sooner or

will negotiate a solution that is feasible both economically

later dominated. An extensive $400,000 study has shown

for the Northern Tier states as well as environmentally

that an underwater pipeline is technically feasible. Time,

acceptable for the Sound.

though, is the only real test.

Montana extensively strip mines to supply electricity

The Puget Sound Coalition Against Oil Pollution has

for Washington, and we must be responsive to our

set very reasonable guidelines, taking into account the

neighbors needs as well as our own. However, this puts us

fact that all of the alternatives have their bad points. The

in an awkward position in solving Puget Sound's present

Coalition supports the Port Angeles site as the best of the

environmental dilemma.

alternatives. They are also in support of a pipeline around

Some of the more legitimate alternatives for providing

the Sound with the four major oil companies agreeing to
tie into it. They have set a number of requirements for

our neighbors with oil are:
--A common-use terminal at or west of Port Angeles.
--A common-use crude oil terminal at Burrows Bay.
--Independent development of deep water berths at
the four existing major refineries at Anacortes and Cherry

their continued support:
--Building and operating the Port Angeles port site
with the best technology available.
--Having the four major refineries of Washington tie

Point.

into the Northern Tier pipeline.

--One shared deep water facility at Anacortes and one
at Cherry Point.

--Banning petrochemical plants and other refineries on
the peninsula.

--No new berths; increased tanker traffic handled by

--Maximum tanker safety procedures, comprehensive

present ports.
There are a number of findings that have become

spill containment and clean up controls, tug support, and

increasingly important in arriving at a final choice on

Strait of Juan de Fuca passage.

increased radar control of tankers before and during

these options. One of the most important almost

The Northern Tier Pipeline Company has filed an

eliminates using present facilities as an option. Operating

application for a facility in Port Angeles. However, the

costs at present facilities have been found to be greater

other alternatives have not be eliminated. There are many

than at a newer port at Port Angeles, and the spill hazard

other social and engineering factors that must be viewed

at existing ports would be significantly • increased if

before construction can actually begin.

supertankers are allowed.

0

not to build the pilieline under the Sound through
Admiralty Inlet or around the Sound. My immediate

in Puget Sound?

le%

be the best answer. The question seems to be whether or

This site will certainly be a burden that Olympic

Study after study has shown Port Angeles to be the

Peninsula residents will have to endure for those who are

most environmentally feasible port. However, there is still

without nearby oil reserves. However, it seems that those

another issue that faces us,and this is finding the best

involved in making key decisions have attempted to

method for getting that controversial North Slope oil to

facilitate a practical compromise between Mother Nature
and the greenback.

the land locked northernstates. So far, a pipeline seems to

PRIMARY ELECTION RESULTS
SENATOR - SIX MONTH TERM
(Four were chosen.)

Ed Davila
Bruce Reid
Tamara Gross
Jim Smith
George Matelich'
Russ Stenqu ist

Tunnels SUB

Total

43
3C
7
2
27
2

.118
.101

.75
.65
61
49
.17
30

.68
.51
.44
.32

Voting will take place in the SUB
today for two six-month term Student
Senate seats.
Listed on the ballot are Ed Davila,
Tamara Gross, Bruce Reid and Jim
Smith.
These four were the finalists in the
primary election, held last Thursday
and Friday. They are running to fill
the positions of Jeff Smith, who
resigned from the Senate about five

The Program of
theYear isn't on
TV.
It's in the Air Force
ROTC.

weeks ago, and James King Jr., whose
election was invalidated by the
ASUPS Election Board following
charges of questionable campaign
practices.
(Editor's Note - The
Student Court recently ruled, in a case
brought by King, that the ASUPS
Election Board had the power to do
this. TRAIL, April 16.)
The odd men out, following the
primary, were George Matelich and
Russ Stenquist.

Look into Air Force ROTC. And there are 4-year, 3-year, or 2-year
programs to choose from. Whichever you select, you'll leave college with a
commission as an Air Force officer. With opportunities for a position with responsibility.... challenge ... and, of course, financial rewards and security.
The courses themselves prepare you for leadership positions ahead.
Positions as a member of an aircrew...or as a missile launch officer... positions using mathematics ... sciences ... engineering.
Look out for yourself. Look into the Air Force ROTC programs on campus.

would you like a
coke with that sir?
(ZNS) An armed robber held up a
McDonald's restaurant in Detroit this
week, escaping with $100 in cash and

Contact: Capt Dave Guasco
Air Force ROTC, LIPS
Ph: 756-3264

one fish sandwich.
Police say the bandit, a young
man wearing sunglasses, pulled a gun
and was handed the case by
attendants. After that, police said, he
ordered the fish sandwich "to go".
was quickly handed one, and left.

Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.
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college food services building healthy oregonlans
by jeff bland
environmental science professor

Calorie and vitamin contents of many foods were listed. A

Lunchtime students can look forward to homemade sot p,

At Lewis and Clark College in Portland, Oregon a new

bulletin board for communication between students and

fresh vegetables, salad bar, yogurt and choice of entr..es

food service program putting student nutrition number
one on the priority list has been implemented by Food

their dining service personnel was provided. Food Service
Director Thomas replies in writing to each note on the

sprout sandwich is a popular selection). Dinner entrees

Service Director, Thad Thomas.

board. "The suggestion board," he says, "is the greatest

can run the gamut from spinach and cheese casseroles to

measure of the student reaction to this prPgram."

roast beef sandwiches on homemade rolls, to "Healthy

This program, which is heartily endorsed by College

(including one meatless item daily. The , avocado and

President John Howard who says he's a platonic scholar

The emphasis is not on way-out or exotic health-fad

Chop Suey" featuring soybean sprouts over brown rice.

who believes in the concept of a healthy mind from a

foods, only on fresh, wholesome foods prepared as simply

Beverages include milk, fruit and vegetable juices, tea,

healthy body, has been instrumental in raising the

and attractively as possible.

coffee, and herb tea. (Absolutely no soft drinks offered.)

awareness of the students in nutrition and health, and the
effect these exogenous factors can have upon learning.

The menu planning under the new plan did away with the

Breakfast might include fresh fruit, cooked whole

nitrate-ridden foods such as ham, bacon, and corned beef.

grain cereal, eggs, whole wheat bread and potatoes

Progress under the plan was measured by Four Means:

The program emphasizes natural and nutritious foods

Within one year 40% of the sugar was removed from

as suggested in contemporary books such as Frances
Moore Lappe's Diet for a Small Planet. The Lewis and
Clark Food Service Vendor Saga Corporation has backed
the program and found it to be economically feasible.

u,

5

•

.

the average food service diet.

c)FThts t3 A Joni< ,SThQE'
Aso-Ty-r i,

Saturated fat fried foods were removed entirely.
Roughage was added to the diet through grains and

-

One of the first things Director Thomas did was to
remove all soft drink vending machines, then eliminate

vegetables.
Food additives were removed to the greatest extent

e(YI

possible by using freshly prepared materials.

from the menus: luncheon meats, -colored gelatin, hot
dogs, bacon, breads and doughnuts made from mixes,

The food service vs skePtical at first, but now

imitation dairy products, potato chips, presweetened

Director Thomas whole-heartedly agrees the change was

breakfast cereals, and sherbet. Whole wheat flour was

for the better. "I now see the merit and need for the
program. In this age of factory foods and dwindling

'substituted for white whenever possible.

resources we must all become aware of what we eat."

The money saved from elimination of "junk" foods
was used to supply things like wheat germ, granola,

That's the kind of education and nutritive experience

yogurt, more nutritious cakes and cookies, new meatless

all college students need and deserve. To top it off the

entrees, a wider variety of vegetables and grains, honey,

food expense actually decreased under the new plan with

polyunsaturated cooking oil, and better cuts of meat and

the additional financial benefit passed along to the

fish.

student.

The new system was most heavily based on the

"In this experiment," President Howard says, "we

concept that food service should be a participatory

hope we can make contributions to food services

endeavor of students and administrators. Students were

elsewhere." If student support warrants it, this

provided with nutritional information in the form of

experiment might,vvell become a reality at UPS. It would

charts, posters and other visual aids in the dining hall.

be exciting to think of student food service as increasingly
participatory and less adversary by allowing integration of
nutritive education and natural foods.

on the campaign trail
humphrey and democrats

parker and ambition
Not to disregard Norm Dicks, long-time aide to Senator Warren ivlagnuson,
and Gordon Johnston, current Mayor of Tacoma, who both have qualities
worthy of note, but the other Democratic contender for the U.S.

by malcolm turner

Representative post from the 6th Congressional District, Mike Parker, is by far
Humphrey is now one of the oldest fixtures in the

In this year of the dull presidential campaign, most of

Democratic Party. Beginning with a nationally recognized

the talk seems to center around who should be running

stand for civil rights at the 1948 Democratic convention,

for President, not who is.

and his subsequent election to the U.S. Senate as the fifst

It is Most humiliating to the candidates, somewhat

popularly elected Democratic Senator in Minnesota

diminishing their effectiveness as independent men, and as

history, he has been at the forefront of most every libeial

well, making them appear to be but pawns at the hands of

and progressive movement for the past quarter century.

"the bosses", that vague* group of assumed smoke filled

Medicare was first introduced by Humphrey in 1949

room leaders who hang around convention hotels waiting

in the U.S. Senate, and he fought for it for nearly 16

to be asked' what to do.

years, seeing it pass in 1965 after he became Lyndon

Among the Democrats, this kind of talk is most

Johnson's vice-president. Food for Peace, Medicaid, the

rampant, as Carter, Jackson and Udall fight for the tidbits

Nuclear Test Ban Treaty ("I hope this works, Hubert",

that make a meat at the convention. But the talk is that

said John Kennedy when he signed it), and the Peace

when the Democrats meet in the "Big Apple", New York,

Corps all are creations of Humphrey. As well, he was

in the summer, the delegates will no doubt do a modified

instrumental in the passage of the 1957 and 1965 Civil

rendition of that old Mary Martin Broadway song,

Rights Acts, the first to pass in decades.

standing together and singing out their votes, "the

Many have never forgiven him, however, for his

primaries are very nice, but my vote belongs to

introduction in 1950 of the Communist Control Act. It

Humphrey."

must be pointed out, in retrospect, that McCarthy was on
we suppose,

the rampage, and that bill had the support of men and

enjoying for the first time a period in which Hubert

women of honor and intelligence, Margaret Chase Smith,

Humphrey is not on the chopping block, nevertheless

Paul Douglas and Stuart Symington among them. Perhaps

The Minnesota Senator, who is

rather,

seems badly to want the Democratic nomination. And all

he reacted to his time, perhaps not. But in the long run,

indications are that he is wanted by a good number of the

his one omission as a creative,3rogressive liberal on one

party's people—because he can win, because they fear

issue has more than been made up for in legislation that

Carter, or because they see him as a real cohesive force in

has in many cases become part of our standardized'

the party, and in being so he can hold them together until

American landscape. He is, at this point, probably the

after the November elections.

only real institution of the U.S.'Senate.

The Democrats have, indeed, had real problems

A few weeks ago, Humphrey appeared on the NET

staying as one in order to elect a President. No one knows

Network for an interview with Bill Moyers. He taked

that better than Humphrey. In the past two elections,

openly, and refreshingly, about his past and his present,

Humphrey has been the nominee 1968, and helped in

but most importantly his future.

1972 to pre-savage McGovern before the Republicans ever

"I don't have to be President, you know," he said, and

got a crack at him. So maybe he's smarter than we think

I thanked goodness that, even in his own half-believable

he is strategically avoiding the major party fight,

way, he probably really doesn't have to; he has moved

preserving his reputation, and probably his sanity, for a

beyond the realm of the seeking, grasping politician, and

call by the delegates in New York.

is satisfied to do what is best, the best way he can.

Harry Truman once said that, anyway, primaries were

As for his party, that now at long last seeks his input,

"eyewash", and after this primary season, we are almost

and, apparently, his immediate presence, they now are

inclined to agree. Nevertheless, as .Humphrey lays back to

aware of Humphrey. And they are aware of his

watch the cat fight, he does risk losing his influence in his

remarkable achievements as

party, should it not be preserved by the great many
uncommitted delegates being sent to the convention who
say that they want to vote for him when they arrive. I .
have a hunch it will, after all, be preserved intact.

•

•

a

public man.

Someone once said that there are two kinds of
Senators—those that swell and those that grow.
Hubert Humphrey, as a Senator, and more, has grown.

the most interesting. By interesting one should not construe qualified, capable
or deserving, for here, interesting refers to political image and character.
Parker, currently serving in the State House of Representatives from the
29th Legislative District, is very close to being politically camp. His maneuvers
are at best obvious, but still somehow end up serving his purpose.
Shortly after Parker announced his candidacy for Congress, and
shortly, residents of the 29th District received a "look what

I

I

do mean

did" message

from their Representative. One can argue that it also came at the end of the
Legislative Session, making it all tightly legal and ethical, but not if you know
this particular solon.
Outwardly, Representative Parker sizes up as the all-around sort of nice
guy, young, vigorous, attractive, etc. However, as Shakespeare would put it, he
has that fatal flaw—ambition—which has transcended even his common sense.
For instance, during the last election (November 1974) when he was up for

"...publicity for his so - called hero voting."

re-election, Parker ran into trouble with the city ordinance for campaign signs.
He and his committee set out his signs before the allowed time, and when he
was called on it, instead of taking them down and quietly waiting a few more
days, Parker argued that the time limit should apply to when the absentee'
ballots became available, and not later, when the election was to be held.
Finding this unsucessful, he still didn't take them down. He covered them with
butcher paper! (One should note here that the time limit law for campaign
signs was established for esthetic reasons,) The result, of course, was that the
south end of Tacoma looked like a partially unwrapped piece of meat. The
irony of this little episode was that Packer's name flooded the newspaper for
days and he gained a respectable boost in "name familiarity".
During the last two Legislative sessions—that is by year, not
occurrence—Parker received considefable publicity for his so called "hero
voting". This means that he voted for new programs, especially those for the
good of the people, but then voted against the measure that would fund the
program.
More recently, Parker fostered more bad feelings from his party by abusing
their mailing permit when sending out his first congressional candidate
information. Again he got name and picture

space

in the TNT.

Al! of this press space, to the critical reader, may seem detrimental to
Parker, but unfortunately when it comes to political news, the masses are
headline readers and even poor at that—remembering liftle more than the'
name.
Dicks has received the endorsement of the state's Young Democrats and
Mayor Johnston has no black marks to his name, but Mike Parker has become
a household word ...
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dr. lames roy canned

explanation sought

edops

Dear President Phibbs,

ethnocentrism mars religion
religions

Dear Editor,
The smug ethnocentricism
expressed in last week's coverage
on the Agape fellowship is
precisely the cause for my
retreat from Christianity in
recent years. I simply do not
care to be affiliated with people
or religions that considet
themselves superior to all others,
especially in view of the
implications in today's world.
Specifically, I refer to a
statement made by one of
Agape's members:
"The Christian message in
the Bible must be accepted in its
entirety or not at all, and as such
it excludes all other religions."
In addition, group leader
Mike Purdy said he feels no need
for the Intersection program,
which is devoted to the study of
different religions. Other

and

organizations

"serve no purpose for us," he
said.
It almost goes unsaid that
this uncompromising attitude is
responsible for one of the most
tragic wars in the past few
decades: the Middle East
conflict. Here the forces are Jew
and Muslim, each immovable in
its beliefs. Is any ideal,
particularly one that attempts to
deny humans of their basic
rights, worth this kind of endless
bloodshed?
Secondly, it is obvious that
the United States, a nation of
primarily Christian extraction, is
not an isolated empire. Our
existence depends largely on the
interaction among foreign
countries, countries whose
people worship other gods. For
our own sake, we must
understand and respect all
religions in order to relate to the

policies and ideologies which
they influence. To shut out
foreign belief systems is to shut
out the rest of the world.
Finally, I see no need for an
explicit choice to be made
between. attending Agape
fellowship and Intersection
meetings, in other words,
between being a Christian and
studying world religions. Rather
than "strengthening" each
group, a commitment that
excludes the other weakens the
Christian premise to "love thy
neighbor as thyself ."
In no way do I deny
Christians the right to believe
that theirs is the "only true
religion." But to refuse others
the respect of recognition is far
from the Agape claim of "divine
love."
nina van de mark

opinion

faculty ignores students request
Spring Break has come and gone with much
ado about everything. The timing of vacation
wasn't the only deviation from tradition. Whatever
happened to having the Monday after Easter "off"
to allow students time with their families without
rushing back to school?
Who is responsible for the situation that caused
many students not to go home for Easter and
hassles for those who did? Primarily the faculty's
mistake, but student government was at fault as
well.
The faculty changed the academic calendar last
spring to accomodate FANFARE! Once Spring
Break was set and immutable, there was still the
opportunity to consider having the day after
Easter "off."
Student Senate sent a resolution to Phibbs
regarding a holiday on April 19. The President,
saying that he had no power in this matter, read
the resolution at the Faculty Meeting of April 15.
One faculty member thought they had already
considered this. Another said that they had not.
Someone else mentioned that some of the Black

eo`i

done. becky white
Ah, the old triple shuffle!
During the past year, three out six UPS Deans
have been returned to the classroom grind. Deans
Joseph Sinclitico, Darrell Reeck, and John English
have answered the call of the classroom.
As for the remaining three?

the shoe
that fits?
Sof:

Arts Festival events would be happening on
Monday.
It seemed that the faculty really didn't care
about a resolution from the Student Senate
(supposedly, the voice of the students). Expecially
when Professor Berry motioned "I move that we
return to our original order of business" and the
faculty did so, without acting on the resolution.
To add insult to injury, Phibbs mentioned that
he "did invite the Student Body President and
Vice-President to attend the meeting if they
wished" whereupon someone snickered.
Not only did the faculty not pay much heed to
the Student Senate request, no representatives of
student government even bothered showing up at
the meeting.
A few Student Senate members had excuses or
professed ignorance while others forgot or were
not "reminded" (of a meeting less than 48 hours
after theirs).
Thus, as happens all too often around here,
nobody was willing to do anything,so nothing got

This open letter has a two-fold purpose:
We are requesting that a look be taken at the procedure by
which Dr. James 0. Roy was terminated, and that an accounting be
made.
We wish to express our concern for the future of the counselor
education program at the University of Puget Sound.
We were drawn to the University of Puget Sound because, after
carefully exploring other programs, we realized that the UPS
counselor education program is competency based, being one of
twelve in the United States. Its calibre is not duplicated on the west
coast. It was developed by Dr. Roy out of a growing demand for
accountability among counselors. This need is being met by the UPS
program.
There are currently approximately 80 students who are
candidates for the Master of Education degree in counseling and 20
to 30 more beginning students; compared to a mere handful five
years ago. The fact that this program has grown so considerably is a
tribute to Dr. Roy's dynamic leadership, his wisdom, his sensitivity,
his knowledge, and his power as a teacher and a counselor. The
graduates are finding jobs in the field they have chosen and are
functioning as highly competent practitioners. We have received the
highest quality of education thus far, but are deeply concerned
about the future.
How can we know that the program in which we enrolled will
endure? Can we be assured that this unique program which is Dr.
Roy's conception will be continued in its positive strength, in the
philosophy as well as in the comprehensive demands inherent in the
program itself? Specifically, how do you propose to insure
continuity in the counselor education program? Would it not be a
fait assumption that the university is risking loss of accreditation of
this program?
Do the students on the search committee have a voice in
choosing new faculty members, or are they merely in an advisory
capacity? The students are consumers in this business of higher
education. We have invested sizable amounts of time, money, and of
ourselves in pursuing our personal and educational goals. Before we
invest further, we must know thatour needs are being considered.
As students in the counselor education program, we wish to
express our dismay and concern at Dr. Roy's dismissal and the
procedure used in this instance. The "out front" reason, not
obtaining his doctoral degree by September 1, 1975, seems to -be a
rather moot point. On January 21, 1976 Dr. Roy received a letter
from President Phibbs which included the following explanation:
"Since you did not complete the work on your doctorate degree by
the deadline indicated (in the contract, September 1, 1975) I am,
with the concurrence of the faculty of the School of Education,
confirming that this is your terminal contract and your association
with UPS will terminate at the end of your current appointment,
which concludes at the end of the academic year 1975-76." On the
following Friday, January 23, 1976, Roy received his doctoral
degree. Dr. Roy does now, in fact, hold an Ed.D. degree.
Were the faculty members polled? Indications are that they were
not. Was there a formal grievance against him? Why weren't the
persons most directly affected by this decision, the students,
consulted? You are firing a man who is highly competent in the field
of counselor education. Are you afraid of competency? It is
becoming apparent that your primary concern as president is to
surround yourself with "yes men." The creative and challenging
person is held suspect.
We must know that this decision was made with due
consideration for all concerned. It is a sad reflection on the
university at this time when higher education proposes to be so
aware of values. You are losing a teacher whose intrinsic qualities are
not readily matched or replaced. We have experienced Dr. Roy and
"aye learned and grown from our contact with him. This cannot be
taken from us.
These_are matters which deeply concern us. We would appreciate
an open reply to our concerns at your earliest convenience.
Thank you.

40 counselor education students

Dealer's choice ...
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no go on cellar plan
edops again
cooperation helps parking problem
Dear Editor,
The purpose of the Traffic and Parking
Program is to derive the greatest benefit from
parking facilities. The University of Puget Sound
has sufficient on-campus parking to accomodate
all faculty, staff and students. Most colleges and
universities are not as fortunate; i.e. personc are
unable to park within a mile of campus in many
cases.
The parking facilities at the University of Puget
Sound are color-coded, dividing parking space
among faculty, staff, resident students and
commuter students. A continuing adjustment of
this distribution is designed to bring equity to the
system. Registration of vehicles for on-campus
parking is free.
All persons attending or working at the
University must share in the use of convenient
parking space. Each individual is encouraged to
park close to their academic buildings and
residences, provided they utilize space allocated to
them. When their most convenient parking area is
saturated, they must seek alternative, less suitable
space designated for their use.
Persons who improperly park cause difficulties
by parking in areas designed for other persons

(faculty, staff, student, handicapped or visitors) or
by parking in loading zones and fire lanes. Parking
in fire lanes violates City Ordinances and creates
traffic hazards in many cases.
If a citation is issued against a vehicle, the
owner and/or operator has the following options.
They may pay a two dollar ($2.00) fine withing
fourteen (14) days or they may appeal the ticket
at the Safety/Security Office within five (5) days.
If neither of these options is exercised, the fine is
graduated to five dollars ($5.00) and is billed
against the person's account.
Funds collected from parking fines are placed
in the General University Fund. However, such
income does not even match the costs of operating
the Traffic and Parking Program; i.e. wages, paper,
etc. Therefore, proper use of facilities would
eventually save operation costs.
If persons cooperate with the parking program
design, sanctions 'can be avoided and everyone's
parking needs may be accommodated. Individuals
having questions or special problems should
contact the Safety/Security Office.
john hickey
director of traffic and parking program

slater remarkable at
Dear Editor,
Last month, March 26, you
printed a fine article about Dr.
James Slater. I would like to add
to it a personal recollection. Dr.
Slater asked me to accompany
him on one of his trips to the
Cascade Mountains.
The purpose was to find a
very special and rare orchid,
which had been reported from
that area but not documented.
The trip started by paddling
kayaks for about three
miles—naturally upwind—to a
rocky face with a waterfall. I
started looking around, but
became a little worried about
Dr. Slater's safety when it
turned out that the orchid was
to be found right on the slick
rocks in the waterfall.
Half an hour later, when the

rock turned into a "Class IV,"
the algae made the rock slicker
than ice and our clothing was
wet from the spray, I quit
worrying about my partner and
worried about myself. Finally, I
refused to go farther. On our
way down, my partner lost
footing, but recovered before I
had time to say "Oh, my God!"
We then went to another
area, which required fighting the
devil's club for about a quarter
of a mile. I went first and fought
like a man. After about ten
minutes, I saw a human ahead of
me, and was going to tell my
partner about him, when I
noticed that the other fellow
was Dr. Slater himself for whom
I was probably moving too
slowly. How he got ahead of me,
I shall never find out.

85

We still had the kayak trip
back to the car. Those three
miles took us well over an hour
and were an equivalent of at
least six, since the wind changed
direction and drove the waves
over the decks.
Finally, when we were
pulling the boats out of water,
my partner slipped on the slick
rocks and went for a fine swim
in the ice cold water. But it did
not seem to bother him a bit;
and when, in the evening, I
mentioned that I was tired, he
gave me a puzzled look.
Incidentally, these events
took place six weeks after Dr.
Slater's 85th birthday. And we
never found that blamed orchid.

For the past three months a self appointed committee of 2, and
occasionally 3, has been trying to formulate a plan upon which the
ASUPS may assume control over the Cellar. Working under a self
assumed "guise of official sanction," these persons have done just
about everything contrary to good business sense and in the long run
it appears that students will be the unfortunate losers.
The idea of student government control of the Cellar operations
is commendable and,. I strongly encourage it. However, it is hoped
that if such a takeover is made, it is done after much research under
the responsibility of competent people.
Stating they have had very little student backing or input, Ronn
Rohe failed to point out any instance where he or his counter-part
Kevin Byrne actively sought such input. This appears to be only one
of the many intangible areas these persons have failed to clarify or
investigate - after 3 months of work on the project.
According to Rohe and Byrne, the proposed takeover would
create additional income for ASUPS and a student run facility would
draw more students.
I don't think the students give a damn about who runs the
Cellar; we believe the main concern should instead lie with its food
and service.
The two-man committee assumes the student run Cellar will
make money. They have failed to check into tax structure, employee
salary, maintenance and custodial care, projected profit, and even
the wholesale cost of food which may be offered. When confronted
with querries about these facts, Rohe admitted that he did not know
what should be done but hoped to have these matters figured out
before the matter is taken to the ASUPS Senate.
This is only the beginning of misguided good intent. Rohe and
-company have directed most of their energies toward renovating
what he terms a "junky atmosphere," all under his business
philosophy of, "you can't spend too much."
As if to add insult to such a poor philosophy, he also expressed
that it is hoped the money would come to them via a "handout" by
the Senate. According to Rohe, this "handout" presently runs in the
area of between five and six thousand dollars, with the ASUPS
getting in return only the profits of the operation.
I seriously question how the ASUPS could earn additional
funds when it would handout up to $6000. This is emphasized
further when one considers the fact that financially the Cellar
presently breaks even, according to Richard Grimwood, Food
Services Director.
The budget request Rohe and Byrne plan to submit to the
Senate at present entails only remodeling costs. However, Rohe and
Byrne failed to thoroughly investigate these costs. They neglected to
research wholesale dealers of equipment, reputable dealers of used
equipment, sources available through the Better Business Bureau,
non-union contractors, or other avenues which may save the ASUPS
money should it decide to assume control of the Cellar.
Their written proposal must first be presented to Grimwood and
University business manager Clark Hillier for approval along with a
nine point contract written at a February 13, 1976 meeting between
Grimwood, Hillier, and former ASUPSPresident Lyle Gelbach.
One of the points of the contract is a 60 day notice must be
submitted to Grimwood and Hillier before student takeover. This
obviously clashes with Rohe's hopes of a speedy student takeover.
I therefore must encourage our elected officials to table any
motion on the Cellar proposal that comes before them between now
and the end of classes. Any such motion can only be done on
hearsay and insufficient evidence that it would be in the best
interests of ASUPS at the present time. This must not be construed
as an opinion against the eventual control of the Cellar by ASUPS,
but as a suggestion that before the matter is seriously considered it
will be more thoroughly researched.

z. f. danes
professor of physics.
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Cable car interior.

Downtown San Francisco from Twin Peaks.

A typical Alcatraz cell.

sanfranciscosanfranciscosanfr
Editor's Note—TRAIL Campus News Editor Karl Ohls went on the annual
UPS San Francisco Geocultural Seminar, conducted by geology professor Dr.
Norman Anderson, during spring break. His report consists of selected
impressions from the one week stay.

like on the island. It's forbidden s
In 1973 the National Park Se
island.
Except for a little cleanup and

Rev. Cecil Williams Sunday Service
To people used to traditional Sunday church services Reverend Cecil
Williams's service is a traumatic experience in future shock.
Shortly after eating breakfast, shortly after arriving in San Francisco, a
group of UPS students, groggy after an all-day, all-night bus ride, were ushered
into Glide Memorial Church in the downtown area for the 9am service.
The group scattered around the church; one bunch filled a third row pew.
A gentleman came over to us, said we had a group look and asked where

We told him

and he asked us to deliver greetings to Mr. Overman

(Religion Professor Richard Overman) from Mr. Egan.

MA116

JrIAN

BOX

$1.41K111
gwv

As we waited for the service to start we watched the organ, bass and guital
trio tune up. One person wheeled a cart full of overhead projectors by to set
up the light show in the balconey.
At 9 am the "celebration", as it was called, began. Cecil Williams came out
dressed in a purple dakashi with a microphone clipped to his collar. He
wandered down the aisle, welcomed the UPS group, made some humorous
remarks and announced the upcoming Easter celebration and a benefit for

E

*

He led the church in song, the words flashed on the wall behind him. After

island.
In 1938 it was designated a F
The facility was redesigne
rehabilitation was going to be ma
Our guide led us up the swi
structures to the prison building.
After passing through the o
room. Stretching from ceiling to

(which took up most of the spac
We walked along the corrido

Using the movie "One Flew Over the Cukoo's Nest" as a starting point

gas canister mounts were attache

Williams told how people are prisoners not so much because of external forces

Supposedly the food was go

but because of themselves. He said a person's mental outlook is what

The menu from the prison's las

yelled and shouted for more preaching.

posted. It read: FRIED CH
POTATOES, GIBLET GRAVEY B
CRANBERRY SAUCE,PUDDIN
We followed the guide back
the isolation cell block, where

thanked him. Coffee was served in basement. Petitions for Dennis

undisciplined were put in tightly

Banks and copies of the August San Francisco magazine, which included a

level.

profile of Cecil Williams, were also available.
Williams is a controversial figure in San Francisco both for his unconvential

We went through the prison
in his own corner), through the r

ministry and involvement in radical causes. He has let the prostitute's

buildings (where prisoners made

organization, COYOTE, use his church for a meeting, had Angela Davis speak

and back to where we started.

there, and received tapes from the Symbionese Liberation Army during the
Some critics have charged him with conducting a "Sunday Morning

The Park Service is evaluatin
range plan for the island, wheth
into something else.
The prison was phased out

Nightclub Show."
Williams argues that his services are entirely natural, a reflection of what he

officials decided the maintenan

feels. He gets involved in unpopular causes because he doesn't believe he can

400, but was never more than t

exclude himself from people who need his help.

the last day.

Visiting Alcatraz
Sidewalk entertainment near Ghiradelli Square.

l.

VVhen I first visited San Francisco as an elementry school aged kid in
1966, I was absolutely fascinated with Alcatraz. I kept wondering what it was

•

used as a minimum security pri

more music, messages and a contribution collection Williams began to preach.

early days of the Patricia Hearst kidnapping.

Tql77

prisoners. During and after Wor

and C (only A and B were ever

After the service Williams stood at the door hugging the people as they

1 L TrON);

confinement for military prisone

containing (if unvandalized) on

words flowing together in a rhythmic pattern. Off to the side one man

13%."

Alacatraz, we learned, was o
began building a fort. In 1868 th

to South Dakota.

Williams was a dynamic speaker. He would get going on ideas, with the

7

officer's club. Graffiti decorates

American Indian Movement leader Dennis Banks, who is fighting extradition

determines whether he's free or not.

sA

During that time a number of
only the concrete shells remain

In 1915 it was renamed the U.

we were from.
Reverend Cecil Williams.

was at the end of the Indian occu

Th
There was absolutely no adv
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ciscosanfranciscosanfranciscosc
atly appealed to me.
ted conducting walking tours of the

Bert Hintz and I had gone to a play, "Bullshot Crummond," playing on
Broadway Street (in Tacoma the equivilant is Pacific Ave.). The street is
almost solidly lined with strip joints. Each club has a barker who stands in the

ion, Alacatraz is in the same shape it

doorway and tries to entice people in. They're aggressive, yelling at everybody

rom 1969 to 1971).

who walks by, "Hey, we've got a great show here ... " Dr. Norman Anderson

were vandalized and burned. Today
arden's house and the old Army

was walking by with his brood once and said he was offered family rates.
After the play we took the bus to a pizza place called the Sausage Factory,

tower.

on Castro Street. Perhaps it was our paranoia but it seemed there were an

inhabited in 1853 when the Army

awful lot of pairs of guys on that street. Guys with effeminate manerisms. We

partment desiginated it as a place of

looked in the bars. They were filled with guys.

s used to hold Civil War and Indian

The idea slowly sunk in. Surveys indicate that San Francisco is a city with

risoners of war were confined there.

one of the highest homosexual populations. And we were on one of their

linary Barracks, Alcatraz Island, and
ates were free to wander over the

streets!!! ARRRRGH!!!
We got to the Sausage Factory. There were girls with guys in there so we
figured it wasn't a gay pizza place.

il Penitentiary.

We finished eating at about 12:30 am. (Great pizza, I recommend it.) What
we didn't know was that the bus drivers had gone on strike at midnight.

iaximum security. No attempt at
e men confined there.
( from the dock and original Army

.

Model boat sailers in Golden Gate Park.

Broadway, the corridor between cell blocks A and B.

We waited at one bus stop. Nothing was coming so we walked to another,
then another ... Soon we were hoofing the entire distance to the Pine
Methodist Church, 72 blocks away, where the group sacked out each night.
Our route took us through the ghetto neighborhood and past the Municipal

ices we entered an enormous, dank
re three, three-level, cell blocks: A,B,
he blocks were filled with tiny cells,
one sink, shelves, and a single bed

Transit Headquarters.
I went in and asked a guy sitting behind a counter if any busses were going
up Geary Street. He replied that all the bus drivers were gone on strike. He
said there wasn't anything he could do and he didn't know what to tell me.
Strikers were marching around the building as Bert and I left.

:o the next room, the cafeteria. Tear
walls.
eep the inmates in a peaceful mood.
3n Sunday March 25, 1962, was still

SAGE DRESSING, SNOWFLAKE
ED ASPARAGUS ROLLS—BUTTER,

Bert stuck his money in his shoe and we tried hitchhiking for awhile.
Nobody stopped.
Finally around 2:30 am we staggered up to the church. The door was
locked. We thought of ways to break in. Our commotion did arouse one

Historian Dr. Arthur Schlesinger Jr. spoke in Berkeley at the Hearst Greek
Theatre for the 108th Charter Anniyersity .of the University of California.

member of the group, though, who opened the door for us.

IT, COFFEE.

San Francisco Theatre

the cell blocks to the library and to
blemakers were kept. The especially

For some reason San Francisco was devoid of concerts the week we were

impletely lightless cells in the bottom

there. So for entertainment I went to plays.

sere Al Capone once sat and smoked

there at 8:00 with a valid student ID, you can buy whatever tickets they have

if the metal detector, past the factory

left for $3.50.

All the theatres have student rush. Most shows start at 8:30 pm. If you get

talic military items), past the gardens

Monday night I saw the American Conservatory Theatre's production of
Shakespeare's

The Taming of the Shrew.

Tuesday,

Bullshot Crummond,

reaction to the tours to create a long

a takeoff on all the British detective movies. It had a super suave hero, a pretty

tore the buildings or to change them

blond girl, whose scientist father was kidnapped by a German villian.
Wednesday, the long-running

2, officially closed in 1963. Federal
were too great. It had a capacity of
s full. There were 27 inmates left on

it Strike
'sing of the municipal transit strike

Evolution of the Blues. Jon Hendricks, of

jazz vocal group Lamberts, Hendricks and Ross fame, wrote this production,
which traces the 200 year history of the blues through music.
Thursday, Tennessee Williams' new play,

This Is(An Entertainment).

A

number of years ago Williams gave up conventional plot structure and began
writing highly experimental plays that tend to bewilder audiences. His latest
work fits the pattern.
photos by karl ohls
Crabs on sale at Fisherman's Wharf,
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"Art is a lie that makes us realize the truth."
pablo picasso

arts - entertainment

touring tacoma eateries
by john p.
If you've never been to Engine House no. 9 on a Saturday night when the
music is playing, then you have definitely missed out on one of the liveliest
places in the Pacific Northwest.
The one-time fire house, which has been renovated into a tavern and
restaurant, is unique to say the least. Offering food and drink well within the
confines of almost every budget, the no. 9 provides the friendliest atmosphere
found in the area combined with the best food you will ever sink yourpalate
into.
Drop in for lunch one of these days or grab a few friends and enjoy
yourself some evening. With the nice weather coming you'll soon be able to go
back a few years and enjoy the comfort and sunshine, on the sidewalk as the
Engine House moves table and chair outdoors. This Saturday the Skyboys will
be providing the music, so grab a friend and enjoy. But, remember, you have
to be 21 and ID is required.
With Spring upon us it is also the time for spring dances, and since most of
you already know where you'll be dancing, perhaps you're looking for a place
for a nice quiet dinner. My suggestion is one of the several Black Angus
restaurants in the area. All the Uncle Stu's offer some of the best service as
well as fine steak dinners at a moderate price. You can have your choice of a
cozy seat for two or for a parade of six.
If you're 21 the waitress will cheerfully bring you refreshments from the
lounge; if you need a place to warm your dancing shoes, nothing beats a slide
on the stainless.
Wine can be ordered to go along with your dinner and although it is not a
Chateau Rothschild, I'm sure you'll agree it is of fine quality.
Black Angus restaurants can be found almost anywhere and prices are all
the same, so take a peek in your phone book and make a reservation. I'm sure
photo courtesy of engine house 9 tavern and museum

you'll enjoy it and your waitress will love the 15% tip you leave her.

review

upcoming concerts

'president's men' a moving experience
by malcolm turner
Let me take you back to 1972. Richard Nixon is
moving toward a crashing victory over his vanquished
opponent, George McGovern. Spiro Agnew rides in for a
second term as vice-president. In the meantime, Nixon
visits China and the Soviet Union. And in a funny-shaped
building in Washington - D.C.'s "foggy bottom", across the
street from the Howard Johnsons' Motor Hotel, burglars
pick the locks of the Democratic National Headquarters.
I was in Washington on and off during this period. I
remember the fear, disbelief and skepticism when two
reporters for the Washington Post began telling the real
story of Watergate—that the President of

The United

States, and many of his aides helped plan the break-in and
bugging.
All the President's Men, the new Warner Brothers
release, is drawn from the book of the same name by the
two now-infamous, reporters for the Post, Carl Bernstein
and Bob Woodward.
Right off the top, I must recommend this movie for
several reasons, both connected to and separate from the
story itself. First, it is one of the best inside newspaper
story renditions I have seen on film since Front Page. As a
journalist, I was absolutely impressed by the realism of
the sets, including the

Post's

city room, and the

well-played inside action of the newsroom itself. A
reporter can well understand and appreciate the infighting
and nervousness of editors and reporters caught in stories
larger than the world of the newsroom.

Robards plays the hard-boiled, as you might expect,
editor of the Post,

Ben Bradlee. But the depth and

dimension of his acting created a character that was more
than a big-name star part, or a guest walk-through. When
he talked tough, you felt fear for yourself and his
reporters. I am sure that Bradlee, as Robards played him,
would be a pain to work for, but thus was the realistic
and firm grasp Robards' had on his part. He nearly walked
away with the film.
One character in the Woodward-Bernstein book was an
informant named Deep Throat, an informer from
somewhere in or around the White House who supplied
Woodward with the leads to break the story. I was most
curious as to whom they could find to portray the as
yet-unnamed source.
Both Hal Holbrook, a distinguished performer, and
some superb camera work by Gordon Willis created this
character with a stark clarity that was near to frightening

Ted Nugent - Gold Creek Dome (Woodenville)
April 25
Benny Goodman sextet - Paramount Northwest
April 26
Elvis - Seattle Coliseum
April 27
John Klemmer & Kenny Rankin - Seattle Opera House
April 28
Laura Nyro & Ellen MacElwatne - Seattle Opera House
April 29
Peter Frampton & Gary Wright - Seattle Center Arena
May 11
Bad Company - Seattle Coliseum
Melissa Manchester & Steve Goodman - Seattle Opera House
May 13
Robin Trower & Steve Marriot - Seattle Center Arena
May 17
Dobbie Brothers & Pablo Cruise - Seattle Coliseum
May 28
Neil Sedaka - Seattle Center Arena

for the audience. He is cast iNaneeriegreen light falling
across his profile, making him both sinister and human as
he meets Woodward in an auto parking parage in the dark

FRIDAY & SATURDAY 6:30 & 900 Mc 006

of night. Holbrook gives that air of superior snobbishness
of men in high places that know more than they will tell.
The film Was directed by Alan Pakula with genius
and a flair for making the story line, as fact, become
visually dramatic antsuspenseful. I am reminded of one
scene, as the repor:ers search for the library record
request card of the White House, trying to prove the
Howard Hunt connection. In utter frustration, they sit in

As well, this motion picture proves the contention
that a story dramatized only within the actions that
actuelly took place can be entertaining and interesting.
This is more than a movie, it is a learning, breathing and
alive experience, telling the greatest detective story of
this, and many decades.

the Library of Congress, searching through hundreds of
small yellow sheets for the name they need. Enhanced by
a easy, subliminal musical score, the camera pans back,
drawing up into the dome of the hugereading room, until
the pair are spots in the sand, and one realizes the futility
and frustration that went into breaking the cover-up.

Robert Redford, best known for parts of looks over
substance in the past, plays the urbane and moderate Bob
Woodward. He does so with no frills, and makes one
forget that he is good looking. Those who seek him out to
sigh and oogle his looks will be disappointed. He portrays
a non-lookable, fighting young reporter, often lost and
confused by the intricacies of the unfolding story.
One cannot imagine Carl Bernstein being played by
anyone but Dustin Hoffman. And his performance is most
imaginative, with his incessant cigarette smoking ("Is
there anywhere you DON'T smoke?" Redford asks with
c)sgust and amazment in an elevator), and his stained,
rumpled shirts and dirty sneakers creating

Two other stars have well earned some note. Jason

April 24

the slightly

unorthodox and ambitious Bernstein with integrity and
taste.

I won't tell you about the closing scene. It, like every
one in the film, is frightening, so much so that the viewer
is left with chills down his spine, and a sensethat what has
just occurred has occurred has hit every one of them
straight in the eye. You feel every inch of this picture,
and not since Orson Welles' brilliant Citizen Kane have I
watched a film where every scene is as moving brisk and
dramatic.
There are no low points, and I recommend this film to
all those who want to see a superb characterization of the
'life and people of the press at it gutsiest. I guarantee that
you will occupy the edge of your seat, as All the
President's Men occupies you.

Paramount Pictures Presents

HAROLD and MAUDE
254 with ASB card / $ 1.00 without ASB card j
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fanfare wins applause
by teresa tarter
At the Seattle. Center on April 17 and 18, UPS
presented its tribute to the arts, FANFARE. This arts
festival grew from the combined efforts of the theatre,
art, and music departments. Both students and faculty
had obviously worked long hours to put on the superb
programs and art show.
The dedication of all who were involved could be seen
in the quality and success of the entireFRAFAREweekend.
FANFARE's success

was

evidenced in part by the

attendance of 2,600 it drew to its events. The Saturday
afternoon concert presented the University Chamber
Orchestra, conducted by Daniel Lynch, and the
Adelphian Concert Choir, directed by Bruce Rodgers. This
concert also included outstanding performances by
faculty members Goleeke, E. Hansen, Seferian, Lynch,
and Kaiserman. The mber-of-people draprrtcrtitikezent

vhousc<
the c o

nearly filled the
Eat

tor,

Celeb

capacity
dick
f
Playhouse. Ott ifispfay—were- drawings, paintings; prints,
those involved in the
0,4011

art department.

awitei %nem" kemild.
t

cfritiMni

The University Symphonic Band, conducted by Robert
Musser, joined with the Tacoma Symphony Orchestra
under the direction of Edward Seferian. Soloists David
Kaiserman, pianist, and Daniel Lynch, cellist, were
certainly the high points of this concert.
Unfortunately, this event was the most sparsely
attended of the entire weekend, perhaps due to its Easter
Sunday scheduling.
The vastness of the Opera House tended to dwarf the
audience, but those attending made up in enthusiasm for
what they lacked in numbers.
For the most part, people who came to FANFARE were
not affiliated with UPS, except on Sunday night when the
audience was made up mostly of friends and relatives of
performers.
In total, FANFARE was an exciting exhibition
showing the excellence of our students and faculty in

photo by clyde kammerzell

Professor Dumi Moraire of The Evergreen State College.

music, art, and theatre. As a whole it seemed a valid
fanfare to the two-hundreth year of our country.

international festival begins

STUDENTS—FACULTY 10% SAVINGS
Watches $14.95 up

Gift Certificates
Fenton Glass Giftware
Free ear-piercing with ear ring purchase

Riqgs $19.95 up
Diamonds

Accutron, Bu lova, Caravel le, Le Jour, Seiko, Wyler

759-4242

-

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C.M.W.
Your north end jeweler

Bank", the Langston-Hughs community center, and many
Seattle area nightclubs. Most of the band attends the

while showing that students from around the world can

Evergreen State College where their leader Dumi Moraire

work together for a common goal.

is a Professor. Several members of the group, including
Moraire are from the African nation of Zimbawe.

After an hour of sampling food from some 30

Also Digitals: Bulova, Wyler, Seiko, Syncronar
Hours: 10 6 Mon.—Sat.

Drums, dances, songs, and sharing—tomorrow's
International Festival promises to entertain its audience

countries, those who come to the festival will watch

Two UPS students, Sultan Al Shehail from Saudi

children breaking a Mexican pinata, hear native songs

Arabia and Soohaeng Oh from Korea will act as master

from Korea and Canada, and be entertained with Persian

and mistress of ceremony tomorrow night. The festival
will begin at 7 pm in the SUB Lounge, admission will be

belly dances and Polynesian fire dances.

3811 No. 26th at Proctor

Another featured act at the International Festival will
be Dumi and Minazi Marimba on Zambo, an African

25 cents for students with ID and $1.00 for every one

else.

marimba band that has performed professionally at "the

EVERY TUESDAY

ilf‘t R-4et

1/2

IS

UPS NIGHT
AT THE RAM

LB. RAMBURGER $1.95 (REG. $2.10)

The perfect gift for
MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday May 9th

PIZZAS $1.95 (REG. $2.20)
-

PITCHERS $1.25

PLEASE HAVE ID WITH YOU

10 4-9454 19TH & MILDRED

383-4739
2616 6th Avenue
Tacoma, Washingtor

COPI,
COP s

go'r
vvouR

HAPPY HOUR 9 10 PM
SCHOONERS 25

Sadia gioute44.

ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
1 lb. $2.95

Hoveland Drug
Sixth Ave. At Proctor

SK2 - 3551

WE COP • "sEs
EXISTIN G,`,;c E.
& PEP R°u ZnikVIT
ljtvi'vEt AmES.

lUMbtidorlavnssat.
Gop
Open 5 niies
rag

stoos

and a
at Tacoma

Mel.
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timeless air encompasses rare book room
by m ichael george
The first thing you notice as you enter is the old

stiffly and sternly in high-collared suits. These men are

located across town in three frame buildings now

brown kayak. To see it is at first an unexpected

largely anonymous, and one is led to wonder what might

occupied by a Tacoma junior high school.

surprise--it looks a bit out of place as it rests on one side

have been their connection with the University.

Ye Recorde was a rather intellectual monthly. A 1901

on top of a filing cabinet. But it's not so strange, really. It

Stuck between old bound volumes of the TRAIL I

is just one of a fascinating diversity of objects to be found

found a recording of a performance given by the

"How We Climbed Mount Tacoma" and an historical

in the Rare Book Room of the Collins Memorial Library.

Adelphian Concert Choir. A picture of director Bruce

essay on Robert Bruce, a thirteenth-century Scottish king.

Rodgers adorned the jacket of the scratched disc.

There was very little actual news-it leads one to wonder

According to Desmond Taylor, chief UPS librarian,

issue contained a semi-documentary short story titled

the kayak is approximately seventy-five years old and

Several sturdy black notebooks contained the minutes

how much "newsy" material there was in the days before

appears to be a creation of the Alaskan Eskimoes. The

of ancient Faculty Senate meetings. An entry in the

Woodward and Bernstein. It is, however, a very dignified

kayak has a long and involved history, typical of many

minutes of a 1928 meeting demonstrates that when

and pleasant-to-read publication. Ye

Recorde cost five

cents per copy.
In the early 1900's Ye Recorde was replaced with The
Maroon which was less formal than its predecessor. It
resembles a cross between Crosscurrents and the TRAIL.
It also was published monthly, and by then the school
had become the University of Puget Sound. (It later
changed to the College of Puget Sound, then back again
to UPS.) A two-column sports page was added, and many
of its pages were filled with humorous poetry and
anecdotes.
The first TRAIL was published on September 16,
1911. The cover' page contained a picture of the small
University. An inside editorial explained, in the true spirit
of pre-cynicism American, why the name TRAIL had
been chosen for the first official student newspaper:
"Some might say 'To follow at length in the wake of
something.' Not so with the University of Puget Sound,
but rather 'to form a path,' to blaze the way, pushing to
the front with the hardiness of the early pioneers."
The early issues display a spirit and purpose that today
seem strange, almost ludicrous. Another early editorial
urged UPS students to "patronize those who patronize
us" meaning the Tacoma merchants who placed adds in
the newspaper.
World War I had a profound effect on the University
and on the TRAIL. The campus was the sight of a training
items in the Rare Book Room.

Edward Todd was president of the College of Puget

center for student-soldiers. The paper carried several

Years ago it was transported from Alaska to California

Sound he was faced with a problem that still plagues

pictures of young faces clad in the uncomfortable

by a grandparent of a UPS student. There it was used

uniforms of war. The front page of each issue was devoted

several times, and held water well. Later the kayak was

universities today: "Dr. Todd spoke of the declining
constituency and the struggle for Students." He - went on

donated to the University, and for the lack of a more

to urge faculty members to be friendly and gracious to

European fronts. Editorials were often of an inspirational

appropriate place it currently reposes in the quiet

visiting parents.
It is the books, however, which instill the most

nature, urging students to support the cause in both

darkness of the most fascinating room of the library.

thought and deed.

The Rare Book Room is located on the second floor

fascination in a visitor to the Rare Book Room. The

Klahowya was the name of the first UPS annual,

of the library's new wing. Its entrances are not marked,

library contains many copies of some of the earliest

published in 1913. A large section of it was devoted to a

and special permission is required to get past its locked

printed books. These volumes, with their thick sturdy

discussion of the fortunes of alumni, and it also boasted

doors. In my experience, however, the library staff has

covers and old, brown pages are wonderful to examine.

of a graduating class of nineteen very active students. The

been very accomodating to students wishing to make use

They are printed so as to resemble the beautiful

name was changed to TAMANAWAS in 1920.

of its holdings.

calligraphic manuscripts which precede them. These
books even smell historical.

shelves are filled with old University documents and

Valuable and unusual materials are now kept in two

The Rare Book Room is a repository of history. Many

library areas: in the Rare Book Room and in the Archives

Two of the most valuable books in the UPS collection

almost illegible letters and diaries. One wonders if some

Room in the basement of the old wing. Here old

currently on display in the first-floor cases--are each

day, perhaps hundreds of years from now, an historian of

University records are stored. Materials in the Archives

valued at close to eight thousand dollars.
The first of these is a two-volume work titled

attempting to construct a coherent picture of the past.

Room are currently being moved to the more modern
Rare Book Room, which offers the controlled climate so
important for the preservation of old materials.

I was fortunate enough to be allowed to wander

Irelande.

It was written by Raphael Hollinshed and

around the aisles of both these rooms for several hours.
The experience proved to be even more fascinating than

first "atlas" in the modern sense of the world.

an afternoon devoted to the exploration of your

The oldest and most valuable books-which of course

grandparents' old attic. (Remember the musty copies of

cannot be checked out--are part of the Pries collection

National Geographic and the old bundles of hysterically

and are kept in a special locked cabinet. Taylor explained

mushy love letters? Well, the Rare Book Room has them

the history of the collection

both beat, with the added advantage of cool air and

"Lionel Pries was a professor of architecture at the

carpeted floors.)
The environment of the Rare Book Room deserves

When he died in 1968, his estate passed to the executor of
the will. His name is Robert Winshill and he is an alumnus

heavy silence which pervades the room gives one the

of UPS. Through his efforts we have received many of

feeling of detachment from the worrying and scurrying

Pries' books and other materials. We hope to receive more

that goes on just outside the door. It is a truly timeless

of Pries' collection in the future."
beautiful illustrated manuscripts. The majority of these

Spears from Polynesia lean appropriately against one wall,

are Books of Hours, which are medieval works once used

and tapes from old radio programs cover several shelves. I

for religious contemplation. Their illustrations are

longed for a tape recorder.

exquisite--one can easily imagine how expensive and

The correspondence between John Regester, former

prized the originals must have been to their medieval

dean of the university and Albert Schweitzer is found

owners.
Perhaps the library's most beautiful facsimile is one of

The Book of Kells,

produced either in Scotland or Ireland by Celtic monks.

very well-made toy boat (Mattel has much to learn from

The manuscript is lavishly adorned with ornamentation,

the remains of these people), some ceremonial masks, and

and after eleven centuries and reproduction the colors and

several extremely practical and well-fitting rain hats. I

figures of the Gospel writers still have the power to take

tried one on and was sorely tempted to wear it around the

the breath away.

of their days of practical usage.
In the Archives Room many tempting file cabinets and

THE MAROON
MAY -- JUNE, 1909

a ninth-century Gospel manuscript

artifacts of Pacific Northwest Indians. These include a

campus for a few days. Alas, these hats have seen the end

COMMENCEMENT NUMBER

The Rare Book Room also contains many facsimiles of

The place is full of all sorts of neat odds and ends.

Especially interesting is the diverse collection of

17)- 1

University of Washington and a great collector of books.

further comment. The doors and walls are thick, and the

next to a glass-enclosed bust of the physician-missionary.

American society won't be trudging through them,

Hollinshed's The Chronicles of England, Scotlande, and

published in 1577.
Also of great value is a 1579 atlas of the world-the

room.

ys

to a report of the fortunes of UPS students on the

A nearly-complete run of all student publications of
the University is also available for perusal in the Rare
Puldnbed 1, ii,, Studonn of the ilniovrury of Puff, Sound,

Book Room.

old notebooks await a dusting and movement upstairs.

The first student publication was Ye Recorde, first

,One cabinet drawer, labelled "Old Framed Pictures of

published in 1895, when the institution was known as

People" contains many yellowing portraits of men posing

Puget Sound University. At that time the school was

Tacoma, Warhinefon

10 1
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more embarrassing for artist

model Aisclothes' her side of job
by anna hibbard

hopes to take a class herself.

It's almost ironic, explained Jenny, but nude modeling

The uninhibited college graduate claims that most

is more embarrassing for the artist than it is for those who

people don't have a negative reaction when they learn she

model.
Jenny, Tacoma dancer and recent graduate of

models in the raw.

EvergreenState College, has been modeling nude in UPS

back. But now I think she's adjusted and is happy that

life drawing classes since last summer. The attractive

I'm employed, doing something and earning money."

brunette explained that she learned from friends that the

"At first," she chuckled, "my mother was rather taken

Jenny is only one of about five regular models for the
drawing classes this year, explained Professor of

pose au natural. "Since the job payed five dollars an hour,

Art
Robert Vogel. Nudes, used in university art classes for

my boyfriend and I applied," she said, "and we were

about eight years, are presently included in the

accepted."

curriculum for two courses. Next fall, an evening "Figure

University Art department was looking for a couple to

"That very first time, I was really nervous, that is until
I looked at the artists faces. They looked more scared and
embarrassed than me," she said.

Painting" class will be added, he said.
Vogel, who teaches the life drawing classes, is
responsible for recruiting new models. About the only

Actually, it's much easier for the model to peer at

restriction on hiring nude models, explained the

clothed artists than it is to stare at unclothed subjects,

professor, is the university's policy against hiring UPS

Jenny quipped.
"Sometimes I stare into the eyes of the artists," she

students (due to the small tightknit character of the

admitted, "just to get them not to be so uptight."

on who applies and who students can work with.

school.) Otherwise, he quipped, who gets hired depends

According to the Alaskan-born dancer, it's relatively

"We like to use people with various body types,

easy to tell how advanced a class is several minutes into

commented Vogel: "Right now, we have mainly young

the session. Those with little experience, try not to look

people, and only one older fella."

at the genital and breast areas and also avoid direct eye
contact, she said.
Jenny conceded that she enjoys modeling and working
with the artists, as well as the pay.
But she said "it's physically strenuous and mentally

The art professor explained that he doesn't usually use
professional models:

"I

don't like any of this cutsy

playboy pin up stuff.
"I like them to use natural poses, like they were sitting
around their house," he added insistently.

draining work. Sometimes, I can't talk during the entire

The human body is a hard subject to define, grasp and

session, which usually lasts about two hours. Other times

put down, stated the instructor and artists have been

I have _to change poses every three minutes."

drawing and interpreting nude figures for thousands of

"I like it," she remarked, "but I'm not exactly sure

years.

why. If I'm not in a good class, I don't enjoy it as much.

Although some schools of thought in the art world

The eyes and attention spans of the less professional

currently believe that nude drawing is defunct and

artists wander easily and they seem too embarrassed to

unimportant, professor Vogel emphasized that the UPS

talk with me as a person." Jenny commented that she

art department believes the experience provides art

has learned a great deal about drawing in the last year and

students with a difficult and important challenge.

by evelyn hicks

/--

by cheri luce
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ups nine in a slump

sports

The University of Puget Sound

Logger hurler, and his support

baseball slump continued through

included two hits apiece from Rob

this past weekend, as the Loggers

Kraft, Tom Dickson, -Ron Reeves,

dropped three of four home contests,

and Jim Turrell.

and virtually eliminated themselves

/omen fourth at george fox

from title competition this year.

The weekend losses dropped the

The Loggers dropped 4-0 and 6-4

defending Conference champions to

decisions to Portland State or
The University of Puget Sound women's, track team

relay sprinted to a fourth place.

cdptured fourth place in the Women's Conference of

Both those relay teams have broken the school record

, Independent Colleges track meet at George Fox College

this year. The 440 relay team is comprised of Betty

last Thursday.

Andrews, Cindy Connelly, Cheryl Estes, and Sue Kendall,

The Loggers finished with 57 points, ahead of host
Coorge Fox, 53 1/2, Lewis & Clark, 4, and Pacific

while Jeri June and Louise Gorsuch replace Kendall and
Estes to form the mile relay team.

iversity, 2. Pacific (Lutheran University, with just eight

Sue Kendall has also broken a school mark. Her 26.7

npetitors, won the meet with 124 points. They were

time in the 220 yard dash makes her the only Logger

:owed by Willamette, 122, and Lififield, 881/2.

woman ever to break 27 seconds in that event. That time

Tina McClellan led UPS-1:610t7Ing first place in the

qualifies her for the Regional meet, as well as here 11.8

put with a toss of 35'0", and second place in the
discuss with a throw of 10910".
Sprinter Sue Kendall brought home two second places
UPS, finishing runner,up in the 100- and 220 yard

fifth place a 5-8 league record, and as.

Saturday, and lost Sunday's opener

11-15 overall mark. (Results of league

to the University of Portland 8-5,

games against Seattle University on

before breaking their seven-game

Tuesday and Wednesday and a

NorPac losing streak with a 14-2

non-conference encounter with

shellacking of the Pilots on Sunday

Pacific Lutheran on Thursday were

afternoon.

unavailable at press time.)

UPS sent 10 runners across the

UPS hosts Boise State in a

plate in the third inning of their win
over Portland. - to key the victory.

doubleheader tomorrow at I pm and
again on Sunday at noon on Burns
Field.

_Larry Janowicz was the winning

time in the 100 yard dash.
Betty Andrews the only other Logger to qualify for
Regionals with an 880 time of 2:28.5, while Tina
McClellan has put the shot 38'3", just nine inches short
of the qualifying mark.

hes.
Betty Andrews also pli(d "in two events for UPS,

The team travels to Seattle tomorrow for an

ing third in the 400 meter hurdles and fourth in the

invitational meet at Seattle Pacific College. It is the last

) yard run.

regular season meet for the team before the regional

Another UPS tiright spot was the relay events, where

qualifying meet next weekend in Ellensburg. Regionals

mile relay finished third in the meet, and the 440 yard

will be held in Boise on May 7 & 8

'onditioning wins matches
A travel weary women's tennis team split matches

with 6-4, 6-7, 6-4 sets.

inst Washington State University and the University of

Following the match with INSU, UPS traveled to

lho last weekend after losing a "proset" match to

Moscow where they finished the day with a 6-3 win over

ittle University April 15. — a"

Idaho.

Playing on astroturf with only two courts available,
S andWSUplayed prosets which consist of eight games.

won 6-2, 6-1 and Brilhante triumphed 6-1,6-1.

sets, innovated by the professionals, are used when

Tilson again won with scores of 6-4, 6-1 while Johnson
Zabinsky brought her personal season record, tops for

'e or weather is a problem.

the team, to 10-4 as she took her singles match 7-6, 6-0

Zelda Zabinsky and Celeste Brilhante each won their

and combined with Brilhante for a 6-3, 7-5 doubles win.

tches 8-3 to provide the only UPS singles wins. They
teamed up for the only doubles win, also 8-3. Lynn
Johnson dropped a hard fought singles set 8-9.

Other doubles action saw Cara Sue Cross paired with
Johnson for a 6-2, 6-3 victory.
"The conditioning we've had has really paid off," said

Coach Dawn Bowman said that the advantage will be

Coach Bowman as she pointed out that the team played

the Loggers favor when WSU comes to UPS and plays

nine hours of tennis that day.

full sets on asphalt rather than astroturf surface.
In Pullman Saturday, VVSU dumped the Loggers 3-6.
seeded Michele Gardiner won her singles match 7-5,
6-1 and Kerry Tilson took her match 7-6, 7-6. Tilson
Gardiner also teamed for the one UPS doubles victory

In other competition, assistant coach Patty Nevue and
freshman player Deanna Nichols have qualified for the
Daffodill Tournament tennis finals.
This weekend the team will compete against Linfield
College and George Fox College in Oregon.

onfidence key for netmen
Jack VVhittall smashes a serve at his opponent on UPS courts.

"Confidence" is the key word for first year tennis

"Jack played an exceptional match", assessed Coach

ich Jim Hovee and his University of Puget Sound

Hovee. "He played fairly steadily, and his net game was

ters, who face three big matches this weekend
The Loggers meet Olympic Community College at 3

really working well."

today on the UPS courts, before traveling to
tland tomorrow for 9:30 am and 2:30 pm matches
h the. University of Portland and Portland State

"Their courts seemed to give us some problems. We're
used to the slow asphalt courts here, and their surface
But the disappointment of the loss was overcome
quickly by the opportunity facing coach Hovee and the

e not available at press time)

Loggers this weekend in what could be a key to the rest

t' win at least two of the matches, and could come up
w: ■ ning all three. But Portland is really tough, and we'll
hz-r , e to play very well to beat them."
Hovee's confidence appears well-founded, as this

football captains featured

plays very fast."

'versity. (UPS-VVWSC match results from Wednesday
Coach Hovee said, "I'm really confident about our
,nces this weekend. I think we have an excellent shot

Photo by Keith Claypoole.

Clay Angle, Ed Lundberg, Steve Cain and Frank O'Laughlin will be Ty
Morris's guests on KUPS SportsWorld at 6:15 pm Sunday.
They are this year's football team captains and form the nucleus of a
successful Logger team. They will discuss the importance of Spring practice,

of the '76 season.

individual goals and give you interesting football insights as the Loggers
prepare for next year.

baseball leaders
named

yeir s net squad has already won two of their first five
matches, while last year's team finished a disappointing

With the Logger baseball season

‘‘‘'

‘V■.,

&%

about two thirds of the way over,

0-17.
"I think the toughest part of our season is already

freshman Rod McHattie is leading the

over", Hovee continued, as he noted t‘e competitiveness

team in hitting, according to the

of Western Washington, Central Washington, and Pacific

latest statistics released by the

Lutheran, the three Logger losses this year. "We feel

athletic department.
McHattie has hit safely in 16 of 45

pretty optimistic about the rest of the season."
Hovee hopes to bring in some good freshmen and
juiior college transfers next year, and will lose only one
se.,ior from this year's squad, in what appears to be a
cj ckly 'rising program. But next year is not the concern
ri it now for the Loggers, who still have the prospects of
The Loggers fell to Central Washington last Friday in
.nsburg, 8-1, for one of their three season losses, as
y moved indoors to the slick Wildcat courts.
lack Whittall picked up the lone UPS win, with a 4-6
6-3triumphin his singles match.
Mixed doubles tennis tournament applications are in

___.. - •
`

is also tied with Ron Reeves for the

4'‘

:(4 1 :

'

7.*

team lead in home runs, each
knocking three out of the park.
Reeves is also the team leader in
Larry Janovvicz, with a season
record of 2-1, is the Loggers top
mound man so far. In 14 2/3 innings
he still hasn't given up an earned run,
and has the team's best strike outbases on balls ratio.
Other UPS leaders include Rob

Dawn Bowman's office. They must be returned by

Kraft and Jim Turrell in hits, 23,

,Npril 30 in order to compete in the May 2 matches.

Robin Hill in stolen bases, 18, and

■

rs■N

at bats for a .356 season average. He

Runs Batted In with 23.

.'re season ahead.

(

Rob Kraft in runs scored, 18.

Superstars Are Coming
To Hank's Tavern !
WATCH FOR THE DETAILS
IN THE NEXT ISSUE!!
524 North K (near campus) MA7-9884'

cr
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track marks broken
Records continue to be broken by

1:56.3 clocking in 1972.

this year's Logger track team, as

Mark Brown broke Willie

already five marks have been bested.

Hernandez' 1972 record in the 2-mile

The latest record was set by .

run, with a 9:29.4 time this year. His

Frank Olotoa, who threwthe hammer

run, which shaftered the record by

148'6%' against Southern Oregon

over 13 seconds, came after two

State College. He broke his own

weeks of illness for Mark.

_record of 1419" set this year which

The other new UPS record is in

had shattered Chuck Bingham's old

the distance medley relay. Willie

mark of 108'.

Browne 11320), Steve Frische (440),

Dave Richard was the first to beat

Mark Torgerson (880), and Mark

a record this year, as he ran a 31:25.0

Brown (Mile), covered the 2Y, mile

six-mile at the Bellevue Community

event in 10:23.0. The previous

College Polar Bear Relays early in the

record, held' by Bob Skar, Todd

year. The previous record was

Fleming, John Beck, and Brian

31:29.0, set by Richard in the 1975
season.

Brouillet, was 10:31.2.

protest shower
facilities
What do you say to nineteer
naked women?
Yale physical education directo
Joni Barnett was faced with tha
problem early in March when part o
the 'Yale women's rowing tean
stripped in her office to protest th ,
lack of shower facilities.
The nUde crew members, dresser
for the occasion with only the word
"Title IX ." painted on their backs anc
chests in Yale-blue paint, stood a
attention while team captain Chri-

At the Idaho Invitational, Steve

Pole vaulter Mike Ramoska is the

Miner broke the school record in the
880 with a 1 . :55.5 timing. Chris

Northwest Small-College leader with

Luther had the previous UPS best, a

naked womer

a Vault of 14'8", set against Western
last week.

Ernst read a.prepared statement.
"These are the bodies Yale i•
exploiting," Ernst told Barnett. "Or
a day like today the ice- freezes or
this skin. Then we sit for half an hour

golfers on downward course

TiM'Parker winds up on the mound for the Loggers. (Baseball story on pg.17.)

ups sweeps distance events

The University of Puget Sound

State College by a 384-408 score.

golfers continued their downward

With Purkey missing, John Lewis rose

swing with three more losses last

to the occasion and grabbed top

week.

honors for the Loggers with a 76.

They started the week with a

Pacific Lutheran University

sixth place finish in the rain-soaked

completed the sweep by dumping

UPS Invitational Tournament

UPS 381-414 Monday. Purkey and

Portland State University 'captured

Lewis both shot 80 for the Loggers.

the team title in the six team

Three scheduled matches remain

tourney. Jim Purkey was the Logger

on the Logger agenda with a possible

the mile and three mile, and took

medalist with rounds of 75 and 79.

addition of two more. The NorPac

defeated the University of Puget

first arid third in the 880. Logger

The Loggers -then lost a dual

Conference •tournament ends the

Sound men's track team last

winners were Steve

Miner, Mile,

match with Western Washington

Southern Oregon State College

Saturday in Ashland, 87-66.
SOSC dominated UPS in the field

.

meet the sweat that is soaking

ur

from the inside."
The women's crew has been
forced to use four crowded shower
in a rented trailer for the pest two
years, according to team members.
Barnett has ignored all requests for
improved facilities, they claim.
The crew doesn't have high hopes '
for the situation being remedied
either. Member Anne Warner guessed ;
that improvements would be made at
about the same time when "Peter Pan ;
comes back to life:::

season on May 17 and 18.

Brian , Brouillet, 3-mile, and Mark

events, outscoring the Loggers 52-19

Torgerson, 880.
Other UPSwinners were Bill Hines

in the seven events. Randy Moon in

in the 120 high hurdles, Alex Krumins

the high jump was the only' Logger

in the 440 yard intermediate hurdles,

,
winner, here.
But UPS came back, winning six

and the UPS mile relay team. It was
the second win in a row for Hines in

of 10 running events, to make the

the high hurdles,.

meet respectable.

as the ice melts and soaks through ti

.Nork.

The Loggers have a dual meet

-

Distance events were the key to
the Logger comeback, as UPS swept

with Seattle Pacific' College
tomorrow in Seattle at 12:3,0 p.m.

Lazy `A/1' Ranch
'OUR PLEASURE QUALITY BEEF;
AM.

YOUR PASTURE OR FREEZER.'

00.44
:
No

WE ARE SMALL, GROWING,
AND WE TRY HARDER

colleen' the shots
Didn't the University of 'Puget Sound have any
intramurals in 1976? Where was the ski team?
Your sons or daughters might ask questions like these

PHONE EVENINGS 7pm-lOpm.

fifteen years from now after they read the 1976 edition
of your Tamanawas.

1-458-5589 SAT, SUN 8am-5pm
Route 1, Box 68 Roy, Washington 98580

OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 11 PM.

Prompting those questions would be the fact that'.

by colleen mc kay
team.
Maybe ski team pictures could have been staged as the
volleyball action picture was. Some attempt should have
been made to take pictures at a volleyball game. The
limited coverage leads one to believe that the volleyball
team, in its "position of dominance among Northwest's

there is no coverage of the UPS Ski team or fall arid

small colleges" is not being noted for that dominance.

winter intramurals in the Tamanawas this year,

History will hardly know it's there.

Webster's Dictionary defines a yearbook as "a book

After looking at the fraction of a page women's field

published yearly as a report or summary of statistics or

hockey received, I concluded there vv3s no write-up until I

facts of a year and intended as a reference book."

noticed it hidden under the volleyball story. No matter

Obviously those facts and statistics must be accurate or

how successful or unsuccessfula team is, it is part of that

else the book is not useful for reference. '‘

"vision" of a Logger, and warrants decent coverage.

Webster further defiries a yearbook as a "school or

ALL BEVERAGES ICE COLD.

PARTY ICE.

HOT SAP% MICHES TO GO.

2501 No. Alder 759-4949

college class album." This album records the history of

And then there's men's basketball. Where is the NCAA

the school or college.
The Tamanawas is the UPS yearbook and should print

Division 2 National Championship mentioned? That is
history and the purpose of a yearbook is to record that

facts and activites . of the UPS school year accurately. In

history. Unless there is supplemental coverage of the

several areas it is deficient, particularly sports. Its "vision

national championship, history will believe "one of the

of what being a Logger' in 1976 was all about" leaves out

biggest wins'for UPS in the.campaign was a decisive 81-70

many important Loggers.

victory over defending NCAA Division 11 West Coast

More Loggers are involved in intramurals than in

champion University of California, Riverside."

varsity athletics. They are as important as the football and

Granted, many events took place after the deadline

basketball teams and deserve the present and future

but was such an early deadline necessary? Did the

historical recognition of being a vital part of university

yearbook have to come Out this soon?

life. Intramurals include much more than spring softball,

Four-and-one-half Months of sports should be covered

too.
The Logger ski team, which was also left out, is made

in a spring supplement to the Tamanawas. Hopefully they

up of UPS students just as any other Logger team is.
Although it is considered a minor winter sport, the
students on that team should be recognized for their
representation of UPS on a university funded athletic

will be.
The ski team will look ridiculous to the spring
supplement but spring intr -amurals will not. Neither will
baseball, men and womSn's track and tennis, crew,
golf,....

.
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MENS INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL -SCHEDULE
Determination,
ALL GAMES PLAYED RAIN' SNOW' SLEET' HAIL SUNSHINE
VN-Vassault North
VS-Vassault South (Toward Point Defiance on Pearl, Turn left on 37th)
VC-Vassault Center

concentration,
April 23

April 29

May 5

VN Phi Delt B Harrington

VN Phi Delt B Budil

VN McGufferies Phi Delt B VN Phi Delt A KSig

VS Budil Regester
VC Open

VS Phi Delt A Fat City
VC Open

VS Phi Delt A Alii
VC Fat City K_Sig

April 26

April 30

May 6

May 12

VN Theta Chi B SAE B

VN 4th Base Alii

VN 4th Base Sigma Nu B

VN Sigma Chi A Claes

May 11 VS Alli Sigma Nu.B
VC Fat City 4th Base

the desire

for victory

makes...

VS Beta B Giants

VS Sigma Nu B KSig A
VC Union Pacific Sigma Chi VC Open

VS Theta Chi B Sigma Chi

VS Giants Stein

VC Open

VC Theta Chi B SAE A

April 27

May 3

May 7

May 13

VN SAE A Stein

VN Giants Sigma Nu A

VN Beta B Stein

VN Beta B Union Pacific

VS Phi Delt A Fat City

VS SAE B Claes

VS Union Pacific SAE A

VC Open

VC Smith Hall Theta Chi A VC Open

VS Sigma Nu A Theta Chi
VC Open

April 28

May 4

May 10

May 14

intramurals

VN AWT Theta Chi A

VN The Team AWT

VN Beta A Budil

VN SAE B AWT

VS Beta A Harrington

VS Beta A Regester

softball survives disaster

VC Mc Gufferies Regester

VC Harrington Budil

VS Regester Phi Delt B
VS Smith Hall The Team
VC Harrington McGufferies VC Open

Men's intramural softball survived

the southeast corner of Vassault. If

a major disaster as the teams

the hardball diamond used by

completed their first week of play at

Tacoma Community College for

Vassault and Franklin fields.

practices is open teams using VC field

A misunderstanding with the

may use it if they desire. All other

Metropolitan Park Department over

games will be played at Vassault

the use of Franklin field put the

North which is closest to the parking

softball program in jeopardy.

lot and Vassault South which is next

-

One of the problems we haw

to the houses.

with our outdoor program is not

Golf and volleyball programs have

having enough fields and having to
rely
on the Metropolitan Park

been delayed due to the problem
with the parks. Details will be

Department," said intramural

announced.

director Gregg Dohrn. Last week
Dohrn was told that intramurals

MEN'S SOFTBALL RESULTS

would not be able to use Franklin
field. Earlier in the year he was

Beta A 26—Phi Delt B 11

informed they could. The Parks

Phi Delt A 23—Sigma Nu B 5

Department finally consented to the

Alii 8—Fat City 7

use of Vassault Center late Sunday

SAE A 15—Beta B 11

night, after Dohrn had visited Ruston

AWT 12-Smith Hall 11

f or fields and was considering

Claes 13—Sigma Nu 8

cutbacks in the softball program.

Theta Chi A beat SAE B

All games scheduled for Franklin

Kappa Sigs beat Fourth Base

field will now be played at Vassault

Union Pacific beat The Team

Center field, the small diamond in

Budil beat McGufferies.

women's softball in action
14 women's intramural softball

Women's Physical Education

teams, broken into two divisions,

Director, Alice Bond says there has

took action on the women's

been a lot of enthusiasm in the

intramural fields last week. Results

womens intramural softball so far

(up to press time) in the 3:30

this year. She is happy about the way

division showed the Al Nads winners

things have progressed.

... women's intramural softball games hard fought contests.

of two, Al Tenzler, Chi Omegas and
Gamma Phi's at 1-1 and the OT's and
Pi Phi's still looking for a win.

co-ed ball

In the 5:00 division, the winners

In co-ed volleyball, the Hawaiians

were the Hawaiians and Theta's.

lead all teams with three wins. They

Dropping openers were Harrington,

are followed by the Stucco Flcsheers

Kappa's, Tri Delts and Fourth Floor

with two wins while the Trail,

Seward. The Alpha Phi and Tri Delt

Anderson- Langdon and Badness

game is under protest at the present

teams have one victory apiece.

time and the Whitecaps have yet to
see action.

Champions will be decided in
games next Tuesday and Thursday.

MOD
Barber Salon

Lunch , Dinner and Cocktails

MEN AND WOMEN
PRECISION CUTTING
BODY WAVES AND AFROS
TOTAL NEW PHASE OF COLORING
FOR GALS. A NEW LINE OF pH PLUS MAKEUP'
WE USE

RECOMMEND
REDKEN PRODUCTS

Highland Hills
5915 6th Ave.
564-8707

Entertainment Featurina

CARNIVAL
COME HEAR THEM APRIL 26 - MAY 11
In Old City Hall
You Must Be 21 To Celebrate

7th & Pacific
After 8 P.M
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proposed investment

general manager explains
loan for fm transition
KUPS Radio General Manager Robert Reppas has presented a new funding
plan for the development of KUPS-F M. The complete program for FM
development was presented to the ASUPS Senate last April 13.
In an interview with the TRAIL, Reppas explained, "This is the best
chance we have for' FM construction. We have looked at many possibilities,
but this is the best thus far. We are still working to raise cash for additional
FM construction after the ASB investment gets KUPS on the air, but
fund-raising is difficult, and we think that students want their station as soon
as it is economically feasible."
Reppas said that the FM 'on air' date has now been tentatively set for
September, 1976, and he added, "this plan; and the funding of it, are available
and feasible at this time."
Elaborating on the overall proposal, Reppas said, "what we are asking for is
KUPS Music Director, Chuck Bachman "jocking" his three hour shift. Overlayed is the loge design.
of the contest is Jay Flynn, honorable mentions to Tracy Poole, Gregg Rodgers and Su Coughlin.

a five to ten year $20,000 loan from the University, to be paid back over that
period in equal installments by the ASUPS Senate. Under a five year plan, for

The winner

example, we hope for low or no interest; it would cost the Senate $4000 per

reppas discusses kups programming

year for the five year period."
"What better way," he said, "to invest the fee increase revenues than in a
professional student-run station that serves students? This will be a progressive
stereo FM station, and the cost breakdown for the loan repayment amount; to

KUPS General Manager Robert Reppas said this week

less than $2.00 per student for the five year period."

part of the overall format.

that he belies KUPS-FM can be a reality — and should

"Should we go FM, our license classifies us as an

be as a necessary part of the University of Puget Sound.

educational station. We can provide a genuine service in

Reppas said KUPS-FM could provide a prime

broadcasting some of the primary issues on the national,

communication source for both students and the

local, and campus fronts."
Reppas says KUPS-FM would stress innovative special

community.

Reppas went on to say that the five year repayments would amouna to an
estimated 7 to 8 percent of the overall estimated ASUPS budget of $120,000
annually.
Reppas stated, "Over a five year period, not including operating expenses,
$20,000 amounts to only about 3% of a total estimated five year ASB budget
of $600,000. Annual operating expenses for this five year period would

"It can serve as a means to make people both on and

programming, including exploration and explanation of

amount to around $6000 to $7000, but after the loan is repaid, only these

off 'campus aware of University events, as well as provide

campus issues. Consider what we have done thus far, such

up-dates of University affairs as they occur. I feel that it is

as our presentation of the candidates for ASUPS President

operating expenses would remain."
"Keep in mind," Reppas noted, "that with this small capital investment,

an absolute necessity for improved communications

on a special pre-election show. It was well-received and

between the University and the community. Without .

stimulated some interest and concern about the ASUPS

says Reppas, "we could be in for some 'bad news'."

government. "What better way," he asks, "to draw the
students and the community closer around the University

"As well," he added, "we can serve as a major
communications medium for the Student Government,

than a clear source of issues and happenings on the
campus?"

and the entire Student Body. Communication is very poor

Fieppas said that KUPS-FM, as the carrier station is

between students and the ASUPS structure. An FM

doing now, could serve as a training ground in commun-

station would undoubtedly improve it; carrying ideas and

ications and the media. "We can provide an expanded and

information to the student and others at the University."

efficient opportunity to train students as professionals, as

Speaking about KUPS as an entertainment media,

well as involving other department such as music, speech,

Reppas said KUPS is presently gearing itself for the OK

and the languages. It can be an unmatched training

102% audience.

ground for students, as well as a resource for the faculty
and the University."

"Students, I believe, appreciate this progressive rock

"A well-trained DJ, newscaster, or technician can step

format. Since they do invest in the station, as far as

out into a job in the community with experience and

operations, etc., we feel we must bring them music

training. Not only can his contacts through KUPS help

favorable to their tastes. Our feedabck tells us this

him, but we can establish a reputation for producing

(progressive/contemporary rock/ is what they want."

people ready for professional careers. This will help both

"Besides the music aspect, more student input in the
news, sports, and specials format is sought. For instance,

students and the University."
"The question when considering KUPS-FM," says

we are currently broadcasting the Loggers' Baseball

Reppas, "is not how much it costs, but the benefits lost if

games. We are the only station presently carrying the

we don't invest in it. It can pay off in very real dividends

games, and these broadcasts are for students only. We

to every student, and serve to upgrade the University as a
whole in human terms."

only wish we could provide this for the community."

participate in with pride. As well, they can carry their music, their special
programs, and utilize their resources for the benefit of the entire student
body."
"Our KUPS Task Force, which has just been empaneled, will continue to
search for ways of raising the additional $10,000 we need to complete the FM
system. This amount is for additions in making our signal and production
system the best available. The $20,000 we're asking for will give us a first rate
station, and any amount we raise over the $10,000 'improvement' costs will be
directly applied toward paying off the loan. Of course, this kind of
fund-raising takes time, and many feel we can easily raise this amount, or
more, if we have a station that draws interest and is a going concern.
"As you know, the current system is old and inefficient, and much too
costly to update and repair. What we have now, really, is a glorified intercom
system, and students really are working hard with it as it is. But each student
should consider, and give feedback to this effect, that with a well-engineered
and readily attainable FM signal they can really be a part of a strong student
station.
"I can tell you," Reppas concluded, "that we would get plenty for what is
actually a very low price. We have all the talent right here on campus, among
the students, for innovative and imaginative FM broadcasting. I was told by
one member of our staff that it can sometimes cost millions, literally, to set up
a good FM station. We are talking about a small, five-year investment. And
when the payments are over, after that period, the dividends in stUdent
activities and communications derived from that investment will continue for

Reppas said educational programs are an important

1I

you're getting a station of quality, something students can listen to and

years to come."

°O

comment card
SOUND
STUDIO

Should KU'S become a reality? What do you think,
what are your suggestions? Please return to the ASB
office.

u
Tentative KUPS-FM studio design. Planned for construction in Summer of 1976.

TORAGE
--1

0
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jazz band coming
Showcase presents "Jazzin' Together," a six piece
band featuring Ray Downey on trumpet and fluegel horn,
and Dick Hoye on sax and flute. It's at 8:00 Wednesday,
April 28 in the SUB Lounge. Free.

initiates invited
Phi Kappa Phi invites all initiates - to their monthly

a weekly publication of the
associated students of the university
of puget sound. opinions expressed
in the trail are not necessarily those
of the university, its administration
faculty, the associated student body
or the puget sound trail staff.

program, Sunday, April 25th at 8:00 in Kilworth lower
lounge. Bill Edelen, Minister of the First Congregational
Church will speak on "Faith of our Founding Fathers".
room 214
student union building

oratory contest
Burmeister Oratory contest—April 26 & 27. Awards:

■Now.of

1st-$40, 2nd-$20. Register with C.&T.A. Department.
J321.

-.1

gi bill to expire

Friday 23 April
Noon Music Recital - Jacobsen
Black Arts Forum "White Liberalism", 2 pm, Mc106
Campus Flick: Harold $ Maude 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB
Black Arts Variety Show, 8 pm, Great Hall

Inside Theatre:

Celebration,

8 pm, $2 w/ASB

■

GI Bill educational benefits for many Washington
State veterans who served in the Armed Forces between
January 31, 1955, and May 31, 1966, will expire at the
end of next month.
F. Murphy, director of the Veterans
Richard

Women's Tennis at Linfield College, 3 pm

Administration regional office in Seattle urged veterans

Logger Tennis: Olympia CC at UPS, 3 pm

affected by the May 31 delimiting date to contact their

Shakespeare's B'day (1564)

1500 n. warner
tacoma, wa 98416

school financial aid office for alternate sources of
educational financial assistance in the form of grants,

("Saturday 24 April
Grand International Festival, 7 pm, SUB Lounge

scholarships and awards.

Inside Theatre: "Celebration", 8 pm, $2 vv/ASB
Campus Flick: Harold & Maude 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB

ball billed

Women's Tennis at George Fox, 10 am
4111111

it

You may have heard about the "May Day Ball," bui.

Men & Women's Track at Seattle Pacific

to know what it's all about, you'll have to personally

Logger Baseball, Boise State at UPS (2), 1 pm

experience it.
This special event occurs May 1, from 9-12 in the

Men & Women's Crew Regatta in Seattle against SPC & WWSC

Q

SUB's Great Hall.
This grand total costs only $5.50 per couple. Advance

Sunday 25 April
UPS BA Student Show Opening 2-4 pm, Kittredge

tickets are available from any UPS Band member; or by

Logger Baseball: Boise State at UPS, 12 noon

sending a check and self-addressed, stamped envelope to:
UPS Band, 1500 N. Warner, Tacoma WA 98416. Tickets

Monday 26 April

(including single admissions) will also be available at the

UPS BA Student Show, 11 am-3 pm, Kittredge

door.

Lecture Series: Cousteau Series Begins, Film 7:30, Mc006
Tuesday 27 April
Women's Studies: "What Makes Sally Run", 12 noon
Agape Fellowship, 7 pm, Rm 1, SUB
'Charlie Mingus' B'day (19221
Cousteau Films (2), 7:30, Mc006

special programming
K UPS has a very special week of programming coming
up for you. On Monday at 8 pm we'll air Pink Floyd's
"Dark Side of the Moon." Later that night, at 10, we have
a special portrait of one of America's finest rock and
rollers—Bob Seger. With the release of his new album,

Wednesday 28 April
Special Events: "Leather Crafting" 12-4, SUB Lounge
Campus Showcase: "Jazzin' Together", 8 pm, SUB Lounge
Cousteau Film, 7:30, Mc006
Women's Tennis at PLU, 3:30 pm

"Live Bullets" he is destined to be one of the big stars of
1976. Thursday night at 10 pm you'll have a chance to
hear Led Zeppelin's new album "Presence", complete and
uninterrupted. Be sure to tune in to KUPS-540. We want
to get you involved with us.

committeeships available

Thursday 29 April
Cellar: "Dave Robinson", 8 pm

Fellini, F. Lee Bailey, Dick Gregory, Mt. Ranier

Cousteau: Illustrated Lecture w/Bill McDonald
(photographer) "Calypso", 7:30, Mc006

National Park, Claude St. Denis, and

2001, A Space

Odyssey. - What do the members of this diversity have in

Duke Ellington B'day (1889)

common? They all represent some of the

New Moon

accomplishments of a few of the many activities

Logger Golf: WWSC Invational at Sudden Valley

committees on the UPS campus. Sound interesting? You
can be part of the action. Applications for membership

Friday 30 April

are available in the ASUPS office. Both memberships and

Campus Flick: Blazing Saddles 6:30 & 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB
Logger Tennis: CVVSC at UPS, 3 pm

chairmanships are open. But hurry! Applications must be
in by Friday, May 16.

Logger Golf: WWSC Invitational at Sudden Valley

rep slates billy the kid
The Collected Works of Billy the Kid by Canada's
leading poet, Michael Ondaatje, will replace the originally
scheduled Him by E.E. Cummings as the fifth and final
production of the Seattle Repertory's current 2ND
STAGE season.
Playdates will remain the same, May 18 through 30,
with student previews, as always, slated for the preceding
Saturday and Sunday evenings.

Perso0MAte s
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE: '72 Yamaha twin street
100-SL2 must sell, low mileage, great shape. $350.00.
756-4173, Dorcy.
TWO SEARS A 78-13 SNOW TIRES. Excellent tread.
Pair $30. Also one Goodyear A 78-13 tire. Brand new.
Good spare tire. $10. Call John at 564-2576.

matter of life or death
are ... ! This very timely subject is being handled in a

IF ANYONE HAS INFORMATION about a coat
which was lost on Tuesday night at the dance I would
appreciate a call. There is a reward for its return, and no

course by the Department of Religion (no. 493) and is

questions will be asked. Call Jeri at extension 4501.

Are you afraid of living or dying? Many people

being taught as a Seminar with student involvement. All
areas of this topic are explored through interviews with
the aging, the dying - through reading, movie media and
lecture and discussion. Some of the topics of discussion
are Life after Death, Funerals, Handling Grief, Suicide,
Helping the Dying to Meet Death, Dealing with your own
Inevitable Death, Deaths in Other Cultures. and Choosing
our style of Living and Dying.

FOR SA LE - used stereo - excellent turntable, $40, good
speakers $15.00 each, receivers needs some work,$15.00.
Also new original upholstery seat covers for VW buckets .
seats - F its 65 to 75, VW fastback, squareback,
convertibles or Karman ghia. Kit includes everything for
installation. $25.00
No phone, come by 1122 No. Oakes, bottom apt.,
evenings only.

